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EXEC SUMMARY: OUTLOOK FOR 2021 VERY POSITIVE DRIVEN BY ECOMMERCE GROWTH;
IPO @ $2.7BN; OVERALL INCREASED CONFIDENCE; GRENZEBACH SPONSORED G2P REPORT
• GRENZEBACH [link] sponsored STIQ’s 2021 G2P Solutions
report to promote its range of mobile robot solutions for
G2P ecommerce fulfilment and material handling
• STIQ [link] conducted interviews with 73 companies, incl.
6 x retailers on 3 continents (combined revenue
c.$150bn) and 4 x 3PLs (combined revenue c.$40bn)
• View: Companies interviewed for this report (73) [link]
• View: Vendor profiles (88) [link]

PANDEMIC LOCKDOWN IMPACT
• Lockdown caused most G2P automation projects to be
postponed or frozen
• Critical and projects already in motion were either
postponed or continued with difficult access to sites
• All key trade shows postponed to 2022

POSITIVE MARKET INDICATIONS
• Signs that project activity restarted around summer 2020
• Increased project motion in 3Q-4Q20, improved market
visibility and acceptance of situation main drivers
• Strong incoming order activity in 2021
• Sector employment (profiled companies) growth 11.4%
in the year to February 2021, despite the pandemic
• Longer term trend consensus split, some volatility
expected in the short term, positive outlook

SIGNIFICANT NEW PARTNERSHIPS
• Partnering continued, primary driver was access to
projects/sales channels
• FOMO indicated as a driver for system integrators
• New in 2020 was size of partners, i.e. top system
integrators

• Notable new developments included KION signing a
partnership with Quicktron in 2H20 (to be marketed via
Dematic), Kardex entered a global distribution
partnership with AutoStore in 1H21

LONGER MARKET TRENDS
• The MFC grew in importance, esp. with grocers, but
FMCG/CPG vendors also experimenting
• Short term G2P sector growth was viewed as
continuation of a longer trend in material handling
equipment (MHE) sector
• Increased deployments of hybrid solutions that utilised
recent entrants with incumbent or other new systems
• More 3PL innovation teams tracking market
developments with dedicated warehouse space for POCs
• Automation increasingly used to market 3PLs
• Startup activity and funding remained strong
• POC’s were in many cases replaced by larger production
installations
• Picking robots were increasingly deployed in production
environments, but in limited applications
• Increased or accelerated use of visual simulation tools
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AMAZON
• Amazon accelerated its warehouse construction and
automation deployments
• STIQs interviews suggest Amazon pushed demand in the
wider MHE sector

STIQ’s VIEW
• Positive early indications in 2021, potentially driven by
changed mindset re. automation
• Further pandemic disruptions to be expected, in isolated
countries or regions
• Shipping issues may cause short term disruption
• Increased investments in the G2P sector expected across
all segments
• Further SPAC IPOs in the sector to be expected in 2021
and 2022 as investors seek exits
• Grocers have few options and MFCs will continue to
grow in importance, but profitability issues remain
• The lack of trade shows had promoted webinars to the
top of sales & marketing activities, however, webinar
fatigue was an issue

FUNDRAISING & IPO’S
• Berkshire Grey announced an IPO (via a SPAC), in Feb
2021, est. valuation $2.7bn (77X 2020 revenue)
• Locus raised $150m in Feb 2021 (total raised c.$250m)
• Exotec raised $90m in Sep 2020 (total c. $110m)
• Geek+ announced an additional $50m raise in mid-2021,
(total c.$435m)
• Nimble raised $50m in Mar 2021 (total c.$50m)
• Magazino raised $24.5m (total c. $50m) from investors
including Jungheinrich

• Note: STIQ offers a free 30min debrief/Q&A session to
retailers, 3PLs and potential buyers of G2P solutions
• Email Tom Andersson to arrange a confidential “ask us
anything” session
email: tom@styleintelligence.com
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GOODS TO PERSON’s (G2P) PLACE IN THE WIDER MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT (MHE)
LANDSCAPE AND ITS RELATION TO OTHER MOBILE ROBOTS
MATERIAL HANDLING & MOBILE ROBOTS
AMR (AGV)

AGV

cASRS

• Goods Moving robots, such as AGV, LGV and AMRs all
move around people and are deployed in warehouses
and manufacturing environments (readers interested in
the AGV & AMR sector may download STIQs 2020 AGV &
AMR Robotics report for free [link])
• Goods Storage is mainly systems where goods were put
away for storage & retrieval

• Goods Storage manage everything from pallets to boxed
goods, etc., but most importantly these systems also
manage single unit storage & retrieval

Goods
Storing

Goods
Moving

G2P STORAGE & RETRIEVAL OF SINGLE UNITS
ASRS

LGV
AMR

PA-AMR
(P2G)

Robot drives on the floor

AMR Shuttle
Robot drives
in/on fixture

• G2P solutions manage single units, primarily used in
ecommerce fulfilment and store replenishment
• G2P solutions are further segmented into mobile robots
deployed on the ground (PA-AMR, AMR and AMR
Shuttles) and robots deployed on/in fixtures (cASRS,
ASRS)

SIMPLIFIED G2P FULFILMENT PROCESS
RECEIVE

PUT
AWAY

PICK

PACK

SORT

SHIP

G2P AUTOMATION
Source: STIQ Ltd Research & Analysis

PUT AWAY + PICK HIGHLY COMPLEX PROCESS
• On the surface, the activity of putting a unit into storage
and then retrieving that unit, looks very simple
• However, the reality is that this is an extremely complex
activity with a variety of strategies deployed to maximise
throughput of goods
• Selecting a particular automation solution includes many
different variables that often originate at board level with
revenue forecasts over the next 5-10 years

• Whilst Kiva Systems popularised G2P in the early 2000’s,
many ASRS vendors have claimed they deployed such
systems in the 1990’s

• Customers also vary in their inventory profiles, from
FMCG/CPG companies with relatively narrow product
ranges to ecommerce pureplay businesses with 100,000’s
of SKUs that include everything from fridges to lipsticks

• Note that STIQ has condensed and simplified this
segmentation of the G2P sector

• Nevertheless, Kiva Systems introduced ‘chaos inventory’
management to the market, i.e. that a single SKU could
be stored in several different locations as a single unit,
often alongside other SKUs

• For example, the automation profile looks very different
for a fast growing ecommerce retailer experiencing 100%
annual growth vs a steady grocer at annual 2% growth
with $bn’s revenue

• There were two primary segments for mobile robots in
material handling – Goods Moving and Goods Storing

• In 2012, Amazon effectively removed Kiva Systems from
the open market when they acquired the company

• Goods Moving is primarily concerned with the
movement of pallets, boxes, etc. (i.e. not single units)

• The acquisition sparked significant startup activity in
parallel with mobile robot technology developments,
such as ROS and SLAM (both invented earlier)

• Part of the complexity is also the wide array of
technology and vendors available to warehouse
operators

Source: STIQ Ltd Research & Analysis. Does not include all variations and segments
of mobile robots. Only to be used as illustration of primary application
Note; See back of report for acronym glossary

WAREHOUSE MOBILE ROBOTICS SEGMENTS

• This report focuses on the omni-channel fulfilment
automation sector
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THE MAIN VARIABLE FOR G2P AUTOMATION IS THROUGHPUT; FROM FULLY MANUAL TO
MANUAL HYBRIDS TO HIGH PERFORMANCE SOLUTIONS
G2P & P2G TECHNOLOGY LANDSCAPE

THROUGHPUT: THE MAIN DETERMINANT

High

P2G

“The way I see the different solutions…well I would say
that they can all be relevant depending on the context. I
mean it. Although there are different boundaries of
throughput capabilities between the technologies, for
instance between the ASRS and light robotics, such as PAAMR and AMR, the reality is often more complex and
require each time a dedicated study.” [Mews Partners]

G2P

SOLUTION COST

ASRS

cASRS
AMR Shuttle

Low
Low
High

ASRS was the most mature technology, followed by
cASRS, AMR and PA-AMR, whilst the AMR Shuttle was
one of the more recent developments in the sector

HYBRID SOLUTIONS INCREASINGLY COMMON
• STIQs interviews suggest that different G2P solutions are
increasingly combined to produce improved efficiencies,
such as an ASRS and AMR solutions or an AMR solution
with a Sorting robot solution

• Each G2P technology had unique advantages and
suitability which related to the overall strategy and
growth prospects of the customer

AMR
PAAMR

•
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Manual
Alternatives

THROUGHPUT

High

FLEXIBILITY

Low

Source: STIQ Research & Analysis.

SPECTRUM OF SOLUTIONS: P2G vs G2P
• Solutions were either P2G or G2P. However, before a
customer embraced either P2G or G2P automation, they
had sometimes deployed numerous different tools –
‘manual alternatives’ - to improve warehouse
efficiencies, such as WMS software with labour
management modules, Pick To Light, Body-worn barcode
scanners, Voice picking, etc.
• Where employed, most G2P solutions were separated
from people, and were often fenced off. However, P2G
robots are designed to move around people, and can be
referred to as ‘collaborative robots’

“AMR is the quickest in-and-out automation for SMEs
without a doubt… and could be the quickest to commission
and has the ability to be standalone or as a part of a larger
solution. You can turn cashflow positive after 100 days
compared to 6 months and beyond for cASRS & & ASRS
solutions.” [Grenzebach]
“… our objective is to fit in to the systems and the
buildings and the workforce that they currently have... Our
robots don't require you to, you know, rethink how you do
picking” [Waypoint Robotics]
“That is basically what we have observed. When
customers have a very…vey big demand of throughput and
speed, they typically decide more on shuttle systems, such
as the Cyclone Carrier.” [Swisslog]
• In terms of increasing capacity, the G2P sector started at
PA-AMRs, through to AMRs and AMR Shuttles, to cASRS
and on to ASRS (shuttle) solutions for the highest
throughput demands

• If you are wondering about G2P and how it may relate to
your business, remember that we offer a free &
confidential 30min ‘ask us anything’ session (free for
potential buyers of G2P solutions)
email: tom@styleintelligence.com
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COMPANIES PROFILED/MENTIONED IN THIS REPORT
PA-AMR

6 River System
Django Robotics
Fetch Robotics
ForwardX
IAM Robotics
inVia Robotics
Locus Robotics
Magazino
Ottobo
PAL Robotics
Savioke
Synergy
Syrius Robotics
Waypoint Robotics

AMR

Amazon Robotics*
Arculus
Aresbots
ASTI
Caja Systems
Eiratech Robotics
Geek+

GRENZEBACH
GreyOrange
HAI Robotics
HIK Robotics
idealworks
JD Warehouse Logistics
Makhina
Malu Innovation
Mushiny
Prime Robotics
Quicktron
Rightbot
Scallog
Tarqan
The Rubic
Wellwit

cASRS

Attabotics
AutoStore
Blue Robot Company
Exotec
Fabric
Ocado
Storojet

ASRS

Abiman Engineering
Addverb
Alert Innovation
Daifuku
Dematic
Enfon
Fortucky
Galaxis Tech
Gebhardt
Huazh
Intelligrated
Informtech
Knapp
Opex
psb Intralogistics
Rocket Solution
Savoye
Servus
SSI Schaefer
Swisslog
TGW
Vanderlande

3D Packing

Sorting

Boxologic
CMC
Packsize
Panotec
Quadient

Other

Fives Intralogistics
Libiao
Prime Vision
Solystic
Tompkins Robotics
Unbox Robotics

Berkshire Grey
Myrmex
Nanofulfillment
Nimble
Robomotive
T0DAY
Takeoff Technologies

G2P VENDOR INTERVIEWS FOR THIS REPORT
Europe
20%

56%

n=81

11%

North
America

13%

Asia

Interviewed
No Response

Source: STIQ Ltd Research & Analysis

Vendor profiles on page 31
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STARTUP ACTIVITY IN THE G2P SECTOR ACCELERATED IN 2014; FURTHER GROWTH
EXPECTED IN 2021-2022, DRIVEN BY ECOMMERCE GROWTH
G2P STARTUP ACTIVITY BY CONTINENT, 2010-2021 (#)
%CAGR
2010-2020

Amazon acquired
Kiva Systems

73

66 67

77

80 80

Total
AS

10%
16%

54
44
34 36
31 33

NA

EU

16%

5%

• As a result the European market is now losing dominance
by volume, dropping from a peak of 67% of vendors in
2010 to 43% in 2020

G2P STARTUP ACTIVITY BY PRODUCT, 2010-2021 (#)
%CAGR
2010-2020

• Asian vendors increased from 17% in 2010 to 29% and
North American vendors from 17% to 28%

73
66 67

• Note that STIQ did not identify any vendors from South
America or Africa, or any new vendors that started in
2021 (to February 2021)
• STIQ expects vendor growth will accelerate in 20212022, primarily driven by positive media coverage of the
benefits of warehouse automation during the pandemic
and developments in ecommerce

54

44
34 36
31 33

77

80 80

Total
10%
Software Packing 2%
Sorting 9%
ASRS

3%

cASRS

15%

PA-AMR 21%
AMR

16%

G2P STARTUP ACTIVITY BY CORE PRODUCT
Source: STIQ Research & Analysis. Company foundation year

G2P STARTUP ACTIVITY BY CONTINENT
• Amazon’s 2012 acquisition of Kiva Systems accelerated
startup activity in the G2P sector, which was already set
in motion by a growing ecommerce market
• There was a 10% pa increase in (profiled) global G2P
vendors over the period 2010-2020, but that between
2012-2014 was higher at 30%, suggesting a step change
in activity from 2013
• Vendor growth/startup activity was concentrated in
North America and Asia with both achieving CAGR of
c16% over the period compared to Europe's 5%

• Multiple vendors have widened their product range
which means they could be included in several product
segments, however for the purpose of this report,
vendors were segmented by their core product (STIQ
curated)
• Note that AMR vendors were the most likely to have
expanded their product ranges
• The PA-AMR vendor segment experienced the highest
increase at 21% CAGR 2010-2020, partially indicating
lower barriers to entry

Source: STIQ Research & Analysis. Company foundation year

• ASRS vendors were typically the more mature companies
and increased at 3% CAGR 2010-2020

• Packing vendors appeared to be legacy businesses that
developed 3D Packing machinery in the last decade and
increased by 2% CAGR 2010-202

• The AMR segment increased by 16% CAGR 2010-2020,
partially driven by new hybrid applications, such as AMR
Shuttles
• The cASRS segment increased by 15% CAGR 2010-2020
• Sorting Robots increased by 9% CAGR 2010-2020
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G2P SOLUTIONS VARY IN MATURITY FROM VERY MATURE ASRS SOLUTIONS TO cASRS AND
MORE RECENT DEVELOPMENTS, SUCH AS AMR AND PA-AMR
G2P COMPANIES BY CONTINENT
Number of Companies
EU

NA

AS

PA-AMR cASRS

AMR

35

22

23

8

4

5

6

6

10

3

ASRS

1

Sorting Packing
10

4

3

2

8

3

2

2

Companies by primary or relevant product range
Source: STIQ Research & Analysis
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• Many North American system integrators focused on
software development and sourced hardware from
European or Asian vendors

ASIAN VENDORS, YOUNG BUT GROWING FAST
• The G2P sector in Asia is the youngest, with an average
age of 23 years, compared to 49 in North America and
69 in Europe
• Asian vendors have primarily focused on two segments,
ASRS and AMR
• As a reflection of Amazon’s potential influence in driving
development of AMR outside of North America, nearly
half (43%) of all AMR vendors were based in Asia

EUROPE DOMINATED THE MHE SECTOR

AMAZON AN INFLUENCE IN NORTH AMERICA

• Asian AMR vendors also raised the majority of venture
funding in the sector

• The warehouse automation equipment sector has
historically been dominated by European vendors and
many of the large system integrators are located on the
continent

• Anecdotally M&A activity has consolidated companies in
North America, for example Amazon’s acquisitions of
Kiva Systems in 2012 and Canvas Technology in 2019

• The lack of cASRS vendors in Asia (and possibly also
North America) might have been influenced by market
dynamics and a focus on land rights

• Furthermore, Amazon’s acquisition of Kiva Systems, also
helped to skew startup activity in North America as the
fear of being sued by Amazon meant that many startups
on the continent focused on PA-AMR type vehicles
instead of Kiva Systems-type solutions, such as AMRs

“… they do some project because they can buy the land
from the government and they build warehouse so if we
told the customers so yeah if we use a dense solution you
do not need so much land, perhaps only 40% land is
enough… the customer do not care because the land value
will be bigger than the product… the land value is very
huge in China.” [Tompkins China]

• The average age of the European G2P vendors covered
was 41 years, compared to 15 years for North American
and 12 years for Asian vendors
• Europe’s relative advantage ranges across almost all
segments, with the exception of PA-AMR, where North
American companies appear to be more dominant

• North American AMR vendors (ex-Amazon/Kiva Systems)
were in stealth mode, based in Canada or vendors that
had moved their HQ to the US; many of these products
were also dissimilar to the “Kiva Systems” AMR
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FUNDING ACCELERATED SINCE 2017, PRIMARILY DRIVEN BY GROWTH IN ECOMMERCE
AND INCREASED ADOPTION; FUNDING IN 2021 EXPECTED TO GROW SIGNIFICANTLY
FUNDING IN THE G2P SECTOR ($m)
459
PA-AMR

445

• The overall MHE sector was already very attractive to
investors and the pandemic has accelerated this interest

388

AMR

• STIQs interviews suggest multiple vendors were close to
signing off on major funding rounds from March 2021
onwards

cASRS
ASRS
190

Sorting

150

Packing
60 63
18

0

0

“We have some offers and are going through the due
diligence right now. We will have more to talk about in a
month… or so…” [Anonymous Vendor]

0 12

Source: Crunchbase, STIQ research & analysis. Profiled companies. Known
funding.

HIGHLY LIKELY MORE FUNDING TO COME
• The G2P automation sector attracted c.$1.8bn in venture
funding since the mid 2010’s
• One key driver for this huge influx of venture capital has
been growth in ecommerce
• Whilst G2P funding in 2021 only included one round of
$150m to Locus, STIQ is confident of more rounds to be
announced
“So it will be public in next seven days or 10 days
maximum 10 days... Perhaps a month” [Anonymous
Vendor]

FUNDING BY SEGMENT (#rounds, % share)

1

cASRS

9

4

1%
22%

• Interviews also highlighted rumours of potential further
IPO’s towards the end of 2021

ASIAN COMPANIES MOST ATTRACTIVE?
• As a share of funding (to February 2021), Asian
companies had attracted 44% of all venture funding
• STIQ believes this is due to investors choosing companies
with low cost bases which can act as a platform to
expand internationally.
• However interviews also suggest that the domestic
market in China was extremely competitive with multiple
vendors competing aggressively for every project
• North American vendors attracted 38% of all funding as
they benefit from relatively easy access to capital and
funding sources
• North American vendors attracted 38% of all funding and
the relative success of North American vendors was
thought to be skewed by relatively easy access to capital
and funding sources

Funding rounds to 2021
Share of $-funding to 2021

Sorting
Packing
ASRS
3

26%

28

PA-AMR

51%
27

AMR
Source: Crunchbase, STIQ research & analysis

FUNDING BY SEGMENT
• As of February 2021, the AMR segment had attracted the
majority (51%) of all publicly known venture funding in
27 rounds
• PA-AMR vendors attracted 26% of all funding in 28
rounds
• cASRS vendors attracted 22% of all funding in 9 rounds
• Other vendors attracted 1%
• STIQs view is that the G2P sector will continue to attract
investment across segments in 2021, especially across
scaleups and fast growing segments

• European companies, including companies based in
Israel, raised 18% of all funding to February 2021
• The primary beneficiaries in Europe were cASRS vendors
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SPACs AND THE GOODS TO PERSON SECTOR; BERKSHIRE GREY MAY HAVE SET THE TONE
FOR 2021; SOME CONSOLIDATION EXPECTED IN THE SECTOR
HYPER ACTIVITY IN THE G2P SPACE

BERKSHIRE GREY REVENUE FORECAST, 2020a-25e ($m)
%CAGR
2020-2025

• The pandemic has created hyper-interest in material
handling solutions with a focus on assisting ecommerce
retailers with fulfilling orders

927

• One retail sector that received particular interest was
the e-grocery segment

495

• Vendors serving the e-grocery segment will be highly
attractive to investors in 2021
• Note that STIQ will publish a new report on In-Store
Robotics, including MFC and Click & Collect solutions in
2021 (sign up to our newsletter for updates [link])
• STIQ’s view is that investors in G2P companies (plural!)
would use interest driven by the pandemic in
combination with SPACs to exit

WILL 2021 BE A ‘G2P SPAC IPO’ YEAR?

93%

248
35

59

2020a

2021e

119

2022e

2023e

2024e

2025e

Source: Berkshire Grey investor presentation, February 2021

IPO = PUBLIC ACCOUNTS & SCRUTINY

• Berkshire Grey announced its merger with a SPAC on
February 24th 2021 potentially valuing the company in
Unicorn territory at $2.7bn

• Going public also meant that Berkshire Grey had to
publish its accounts and at $35m revenue in 2020,
Berkshire Grey is considered a relatively small company
in the G2P sector

“Berkshire Grey, a logistics automation provider, will go
public through a merger with SPAC that would value the
company at $2.7bn. According to many market databases,
SPACs are raising more money than traditional IPOs –
During Jan. and Feb. 2021, SPACs have raised $38.3bn,
compared with $19.8 bn by traditional IPOs. Many
industry experts are expecting this trend continues
throughout 2021.” [Taeksung Lee]

• STIQ’s view is that whilst short term revenue in 2021,
and potentially also 2022, looks achievable in the current
climate, forecast revenue of nearly $1bn in 2025 appears
highly optimistic. Achieving this would place the
company in 9th place for global MHE vendors, in between
Beumer and Swisslog, according to MMHs 2019 article
[link]

• Note that Berkshire Grey is not included in G2P funding
as its core activity is picking robots, an activity not
covered in the 2021 report. However, its position as an
adjacent vendor will influence the G2P market

• Berkshire Grey raised $263m in January 2020 in a round
backed by Softbank and other investors
• The IPO was expected to provide Berkshire Grey with
c.$500m in cash
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G2P TO REMAIN HIGHLY ATTRACTIVE
• STIQ’s conversations with investment banks indicates an
appetite for SPACs as a vehicle to launch publicly
• Furthermore, at the time of writing this publication,
indications were that fundraising would continue
“But I think the market right now it is really active both in
terms of demand in terms of capital, we're seeing
companies raising capital like crazy right now. So from the
market outlook perspective, I will say yes, it's a good
timing, but at the end of the day boils down to what are
the alternatives for the ownership, right?” [Anonymous
Vendor]

MHE SECTOR CONSOLIDATION EXPECTED
• Whilst partnering has proved a useful tool to widening
product portfolios, some consolidation pressure was
sensed in STIQs interviews, which has undoubtedly been
intensified by competitive pressures in the sector
• Furthermore, in the mid 2010’s there was already
significant consolidation among system integrators and
the post-pandemic period definitely promised further
excitement
“So this will be a very exciting story, how this will develop
in the future but my belief is there will be consolidation…”
[SICK]

• Read more about SPACs in this FT.com article [link]
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DESPITE THE PANDEMIC, EMPLOYMENT IN THE G2P SECTOR INCREASED BY 10% IN 2020;
LARGE NEW HIRING PROGRAMMES ANNOUNCED IN 1Q21
• STIQs interviews suggested that current growth was a
continuation of a longer trend in the wider MHE sector

600

“Overall my sense is that the pandemic has accelerated
motion that was already happening. We have grown like
crazy... Even before the pandemic… just as an example, my
position didn’t even exist before. So… the team… the team
is growing and new positions need to be filled. This year
we will continue to grow for sure… Where will all the new
people come from… that might be another question?”
[Dematic]

500

“Well, we do also our own market survey every year. And
basically, we say that the last five years that the market
doubled so basically for all material handling companies…”
[Vanderlande]

“Obviously, the pandemic has accelerated growth, but
there was already an acceleration of technology in general.
There's heightened interest in this area, so we definitely
get inquiries, and that's one of the reasons why we're
doing this with you Tom.” [Ricoh USA, Inc.]
“I think, overall, its growing. And I think we have, with
those products and in those applications a very high
growing market….This is also the reason why I don’t think
that the impact is so big because it is set against the
logistic area which is already very fast growing and the
pandemic is also fuelling even further growth.” [Varta]

• For the 60 vendors tracked since 2020, staff numbers
grew by c.13%

AMR

• STIQ expects staff numbers in the G2P/MHE sector to
grow by 10-20% in 2021, primarily driven by ASRS
vendors (aka System Integrators)

400

$m Raised, 2018-2021

“Our global intralogistics team grew 26.9% from 2020…
and we are still adding more people.” [Grenzebach]

• For the 22 vendors tracked since 2019, staff numbers
increased by c.50% 2019-20 and a c.25% to 2020-21

EMPLOYMENT GROWTH BY SEGMENT, 2020-2021

LONGER GROWTH TREND; INCREASE IN 2020

VARIATIONS BY G2P SEGMENT

cASRS
300

• Whilst there were growth across all segments, there
were also significant variations, partially explained by the
number of staff and the amount of venture capital

PA-AMR

200
Size = # employees
100
ASRS
Sorting
0
0%
-100
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10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

# Staff Growth, 2020-2021

Source: STIQ Research & Analysis, Linkedin, Crunchbase
Note: Linkedin is not widely used in Asia and this analysis may be skewed
towards European and North American companies

• STIQ tracked c.100 vendors in the G2P/MHE sector 20202021 and found that staff numbers rose by 11.4%, during
the pandemic
• Of the 80 vendors profiled in this report, STIQ tracked 22
since 2019, and 60 since 2020

• At the lower end, ASRS vendors, who represented 74.5%
of staff, received virtually no funding (i.e. primarily
organic growth) between 2018-21 but increased staff
numbers by 11.6% in 2020-21
• Sorting robot vendors, representing 1.9% of all staff,
also did not receive any major funding, but managed to
grow employees the fastest of all vendors by 45.4% in
2020-21
• PA-AMR vendors raised c.$280m of publicly known
funding in 2018-21, represented 2.7% of all staff, and
increased staff by 19.5% in 2020-21
• cASRS vendors raised c.$355m in 2018-21, represented
8.6% of all staff, and increased staff by 35.8% in 2020-21
• AMR vendors raised c.$550m in 2018-21, represented
12.3% of all staff, and increased employees by 15.9% in
2020-21
• STIQ did not cover 3D Packaging vendors in 2020
therefore no comparable figures were available
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PANDEMIC: THE INITIAL RESPONSE TO THE PANDEMIC WAS TO DOWN TOOLS, STOP NONESSENTIAL PROJECTS, WORK FROM HOME, LIMITED ACCESS TO WORK SITES
AUTOMATION PROJECTS STOPPED & DELAYED
•

The initial response to the pandemic was a stop and delay on
non-critical automation projects

• Some new vendors were able to postpone their public
launch to 2H20

G2P SECTOR ACTIVITY 2019-2021
Pandemic

“I'm sure it's probably about the same for us as it was for
everybody else. It was not a pleasant experience by all
means so. We entered the year with some contracts and
some of those unfortunately got put on hold.” [Tompkins
Robotics]
“So whilst we haven't been stopped working, we have
been slowed and to a certain extent our customers worse
than we have, you know. So we've had to delay working
on sites because they've been having to do things
differently for Covid rules. Uh, and then of course it's a bit
force majeure.” [Anonymous SI]
“I think there was a big drop in order, or not only
automotive, almost, I think most of the people, companies,
they stopped taking decision, you know, new investment.
And I think in Q4, I think they already come to more
investment states. I don't know it's more driven by the
current sales performance, current forecast, or the long
term view. Maybe they realised that this kind of things can
come in future actual, we need to invest in automation
anyway.” [ASTI]
“In March last year we recognised the pandemic would be
long lasting and could have serious consequences for the
business. We initially battened down the hatches but by
September were able to resume development of
SnapCart…” [Synergy]

4Q19
1Q20
2Q20
Source: STIQ Research & Analysis
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1Q21

• Working from home functioned for most administration
and software staff, but building hardware and managing
access to sites became tricky, not only for vendors
“During the covid lock down we decided to stop our
production, because many of our employees had to take
care of their kid. Those doing assembly or maintenance
could not do home office like the rest of the company. We
concentrated our forces on maintaining the sites in
operation and deploying new ones. Thanks to our stock of
robots no installation was delayed, and all sites were kept
operational.” [Exotec]

“We decided to postpone the launch of idealworks, as it
would have been too complicated – or impossible even –
to go and visit our customers on-site. The majority of
companies closed their factories for visitors. We believe
that a company has to run a pilot prior to buying the AMR;
it makes it a lot easier to understand how the AMR
interacts with the customer location, the structure, the
people, and the IT infrastructure. When the first lockdown
was announced in March 2020, the only smart thing to do
was to postpone the launch.” [idealworks]

AFTER THE INITIAL SHOCK; NEW NORMAL
• And… after the initial shock, business started returning
to a new normal…
“Well at the beginning when everything started in March…
you could say the world stood still for a couple of days
because everyone was surprised by the lockdown… Of
course there was a lot of uncertainty, a lot of projects
were set on hold by customers… But we saw quite soon
that things started to increase again and by June July we
were more or less back to normal.” [Knapp]

“And one of the distribution centres that I was in here
about 3-4 months ago, in the Atlanta area, there were so
many order pickers that we're out because of Covid, they
simply couldn't get the orders out that they needed. So
that really has them looking at automation to supplant
the people, right.” [Kuecker]
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PANDEMIC: THE WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION MARKET RETURNED TO A NEW NORMAL IN
2H20 AND APPEARED TO ACCELERATE IN THE END OF 2020 AND BOOMED IN EARLY 2021
• After the initial reaction, a new normal returned

WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION BOOMED
• Some retailers were unable to fulfil the tsunami of orders
“So yes definitely I’ve seen many customers wondering
about automation. Particularly the ones who lived a
booming in eCommerce you know. We had customers who
called us to help to find solutions, even quick and dirty, to
cope with the unexpected and very high volumes of
eCommerce.” [Mews Partners]
“Year to year before 2020, the ecommerce growing was
around 40%, but pandemic accelerated ecommerce
process, so we jumped almost 5 years forward.”
[Falabella]
• STIQs interviews suggest that many companies had
experienced a surge in business in 2021 that began
towards the end of 2H20
“To be quite honest and I hate to take advantage of a bad
situation but starting at the end of 2020 things really...
have been picking up significantly and I think that’s across
the industry. I can tell you, by the end of January, we
already contracted 40% of our revenue plans for 2021.”
[Tompkins Robotics]

“And yes, and we already have order book for 200%, so
half of our target for this year.” [Addverb]

G2P SECTOR ACTIVITY 2019-2021

“Yes we, our business was a little bit affected for the 2-3
months of the shutdown. But yeah. We had a lot of project
that were postponed. Some projects were postponed
between March and May… But just after the shutdown,
the activity restarted with a lot of new projects. Most of
the new projects were different to before. A lot of them
were ecommerce. Of course we have projects stopped in
industry but they were stopped.” [Scallog]

New Normal

4Q19
1Q20
2Q20
Source: STIQ Research & Analysis
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“We signed Uniqlo in 2020 and that was part of the
growth and we signed quite a few smaller projects… The
ecommerce boom was incredible and our grocery
customers were really under pressure for the ecommerce,
so they've been investing.” [Exotec]

1Q21

“Yeah, the December, that we had, was one of the best
Decembers ever. This is the evidence for what we have
hoped for. That 2021 will accelerate and boom. It is
definitely happening.” [Swisslog]
“Flooring is booming now, absolutely booming because
the logistics industry centred around robotics and
automation is booming so more and more people wanting
very specific dedicated warehousing.“ [Cogri]
“We are experiencing a big uplift in the number of people
wanting to go ahead with their projects right now having
shut down for a while. This is causing some problems for
us resource wise. But that’s a good problem to have.”
[RCR Flooring]
“2020 suffered from a slow down during the lockdown
months, but picked up fast… and we have seen the
strongest December in order intake, followed by an all
time high in January and February… there appears to be a
good momentum in the industry.” [AutoStore]

“We signed over 70 projects in 2020 which was very
positive… our company is growing very fast. So this year
we got the number of people in the company also growing
very fast…” [HAI Robotics]
• Component suppliers concurred that growth in
ecommerce during the pandemic more than offset a
decline in other sectors
“Yes, yes. So this means that in this area they still make
good investments. I mean this E Commerce… the E
Commerce growth which has been taken place last year…
uh… compensated a lot of other stuff and so finally, about
30% growth rate has been seen for us, and so we are
looking forward for this year somewhere between 50-60%
growth rate.” [Pepper + Fuchs]
• There appeared to have been some acceptance that the
pandemic will be around for a while, and that more
companies may have accepted this and are now planning
for any disruption
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PANDEMIC: RECENT GROWTH APPEARS TO HAVE ORIGINATED FROM A COMBINATION OF
POSTPONED PROJECTS AND NEW CUSTOMERS
“January I think has been the best January than it used to
be no because I would say that normally in January,
February, bad months, but it's Yeah, I mean, compared to
other January's has been quite good one. And I think we
mean customers are moving and I think even as persons
we are getting used to the situation. So now we have
understood that we have to go on with that situation and
e-commerce will be even increased.” [ASTI]
“We restarted the projects that had been placed on hold.
But on the other side we also saw that a lot of new
customers, when the uncertainty went away and
everybody were more comfortable with the situation… or
perhaps aware of the situation… then we also saw a lot of
new projects rolling in.” [Knapp]
“… from our perspective the people who fast tracked their
projects far outweighs the ones that have sidelined their
project. I would say on balance where we're at the
moment, I don't think I've known a time that we've had so
many inquiries and so many people wanting to follow up
on automation solutions…” [Invar]
• It was not entirely clear where the growth originated,
and whether it was new business, pent up demand or
postponed projects
• However, interviews also suggested there was plenty of
new inquiries coming in, which may be a sign that
automation has taken a step up in priority as a result of
the pandemic

G2P SECTOR ACTIVITY 2019-2021

Future

4Q19
1Q20
2Q20
Source: STIQ Research & Analysis

3Q20

4Q20

1Q21

“Yeah, it was stuff that they were trying to do, that they
were they were thinking about doing. Now it's simply - we
have to do it.” [Kuecker]
• However, if growth continues at this pace, there may be
pressure on human resources
“Yes, there is a lot of movement around. Yes, we are busy
with offers. And so there is also not only for Fives, but also
for other companies the challenge on how to support all
this potential business.” [Fives Group]
• One other impact of the pandemic had been an
elongation of the sales process, extending sales lead
times
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“So the pandemic has accelerated sales inquiries
definitely, and as the UK and Europe has gone through
various different stages of lockdown and restrictions… it
hasn't killed leads by any means… it's accelerated them or
grown those particular projects and scopes, but what it
has meant is that the traditional steps along that sort of
journey have lengthened quite a lot, or for those
businesses that are not struggling, but still maintaining to
keep their head above water what they're having to do is
now re-prioritize and then obviously push that back until
later part of this year.” [OW Robotics]
“The pandemic has been good news for the supply chain
consulting firms. Clients need to rework their supply chain
strategy and determine where to stock inventory in order
to meet new demand patterns. Our prospects are looking
for help from the consultants to determine their channel
flow strategy and the right advanced automation to
support it.” [GreyOrange]
• Shippers had already begun large investment
programmes prior to the pandemic and may have
pushed for some projects to speed up
“I think for the parcel, they already had those
programmes, not really aware that it accelerated. But I
think for the ecommerce, its accelerated and also for the
food ecommerce.” [Vanderlande]

“It depends on how you mean… for 3PLs, the window from
inquiry to purchase order elongated by up to 90 days. The
need was still there but the scrutiny took slightly longer.”
[Grenzebach]
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PANDEMIC: POSITIVE SIDE EFFECTS OF THE PANDEMIC INCLUDED AUGMENTED REALITY;
GROCERS MAY HAVE ACCELERATED THE MOVE TO MFCs
“Yeah, well, I think they get the world has completely
changed in the in the last year. So, especially in logistics it
was affected very much. So also the plans from the
customer instead of stopping it has accelerated some time.
Particularly with the sortation where we are very active.
So, the biggest network as are doing investments and they
want something also very fast.” [Fives Group]

“Well, we were not allowed to travel and to go on-site.
Luckily, we were able to do something together with our
customers, that we have already developed. Augmented
Reality for instance. That was really an accelerator for
these technologies.” [Swisslog]

POSITIVE SIDE EFFECTS OF THE PANDEMIC

“All the projects that were already ongoing have not been
stopped. The installation works obviously stopped, but we
took the chance and reorganized ourselves with our clients
and providers to focus and accelerate all the works on the
IT.” [Mews Partners]

• Interestingly, the pandemic also acted as a accelerator
for remote commissioning and increased the use of
various audio & video, augmented and virtual reality
tools
“We still needed to send our engineers to site so we
developed a remote commissioning tool for our local
teams to be supported by our specialists across borders.”
[Grenzebach]
“The real impact was naturally, the implementation of the
projects… installation abroad is a nightmare nowadays, if
you know for sending people abroad… that is not that easy
and we are… how to say… keen on are providing to some
of our partners installation videos where they can install
for instance, our products in Australia without any
interference from our side. ” [Gebhardt]

• Lockdowns also provided time to focus on software
development and integrations

• And, outsourcing to larger service organisations proved
successful for smaller startups
“We had been working with a new customer for about six
months when the pandemic kicked off, and they had
halted business travel… They needed to complete an
installation in Europe, so we trained our own people
locally in Europe to do the work and the customer was
hugely thankful.” [Ricoh USA, Inc.]
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HUGE UPLIFT IN REVENUE FOR GROCERS
• Grocer’s online businesses jumped over five years of
incremental developments in a few months
“Covid has really accelerated retailers’ timelines, and that
includes Walmart. Walmart has recently announced plans
to deploy dozens of MFCs, which is a larger-scale rollout of
MFCs than any retailer that I’m aware of. They are the
first retailer to announce a significant MFC deployment
beyond a small-scale pilot. We are actively working with
them on this rollout, but they are also working with other
suppliers.” [Alert Innovation]
“The covid made eGrocery click & collect sales explode.
The issue is most of the players are picking in store and
losing money on this activity. This isn’t a problem when it
represents 5% of your revenue, but when it raises to 30%,
it is a real issue. That is why MFCs are getting popular. We
have implemented many of these and many are in
discussion.” [Exotec]
“Covid has definitely accelerated certain markets like
egrocery and MFCs. Everyone seems to be exploring
solutions that may fit their business and we see a lot of
pilots. However, it will be interesting to see how grocers
move towards rollouts and which technology they
choose.” [AutoStore]
• Note that STIQ will publish an additional report on InStore Robotics (incl. MFCs, C&C, etc.) in 2021 > sign up to
our newsletter to get notified [link]

Image source: Materialhandling247 [link]
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PANDEMIC: CANCELLED TRADE SHOWS AFFECTED MARKETING ACTIVITES AND MOST
VENDORS TURNED TO WEBINARS
LACK OF TRADE SHOWS AND MARKETING
• At the time of writing this report, all key international
trade shows were postponed to 2022 with virtual events
only for 2021

• For new product releases this potentially proved a
difficult year to drive interest, especially as site visits
were also limited
• As a result some companies had to resort to more
traditional sales techniques to manage their launch
“As you mentioned there are no trade shows and things
like that to be able to say - hey we're here, I know and can
provide you with solutions - so it's much more of the old
school direct cold calling type of approaches.” [Spring
Mobility x JDX]
• Many interviewees missed the physicality of trade shows
“I mean, the whole pandemic situation has some
advantages. And some disadvantages of course. And one is
definitely, that you can’t see technologies live on a trade
show or on a fair. I’m only watching videos at this moment
in time, that can also help from time to time.” [Swisslog]
• However, for some companies, selling at a distance
appeared to work
“So if someone had asked me one and a half years ago,
yeah, could you close 10 deals without visiting a customer
just 10% of the time with customer. I had bet €100 against
it. But it works because everybody needs to adapt to the
new normal everybody needs to adapt to virtual
meetings.” [Anonymous Vendor]

"Since trade shows could not happen, we started digital
formats of customer meetings like webinars. Even factory
acceptance tests have been performed remotely. We
stayed in touch with our customers and yes, we even
signed one or the other contract digitally. Our main
business targets for 2020 have all been achieved.“
[Packsize]
• Chinese trade shows had already reopened in 2H20, but
might have lacked international visitors
“We did online a lot last year and we are going to
continue in Europe and US this year. But in Asia, fairs are
starting to take place, so we did already. Asia… which is
also one of our main markets is fast growing... And we are
more or less back to face-to-face fairs, but in Europe and
North America not. Besides the online trade shows, we
have also introduced alternatives, for example a truck,
driving to important customers and showcases our
highlights.” [Pepperl+Fuchs]
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“We now have our own webinar series. It’s called
Vanderlande connects. And what we did was quite nice
with virtual site visits. So then we had a local sales or
service colleague that walks around with a camera in the
DC of a customer. It shows the other customer around. He
could ask questions to operators etc. that worked quiet
well. And was also really appreciated. We also do the
virtual ProMat. One advantage of online customer
meetings was that our teams were always complete with
colleagues from different countries.” [Vanderlande]
“We have been doing a lot of webinars… We even decided
to create our own virtual trade show that will open on
April 28th 2021 - 365 Days Grenzebach World – showing
everything that Grenzebach Group has to offer.”
[Grenzebach]

“Well, it was disrupted obviously, but in August last year
they started it again… and everything domestically is quite
back to normal in terms of being able to travel around for
business. I think the trade shows are still themselves
challenged because you know everybody learned to switch
to digital and international buyers are still not there…
even though China might have the trade shows available,
but international companies policy may be no, we're not
doing trade shows…” [Gain & Co]
• The absence of trade shows made webinars the go-to
tool for broadcasting services and products

Image source: Grenzebach
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2021: THERE MAY BE POTENTIAL ISSUES WITH SHIPPING COSTS INCREASING BY NEARLY 3X
COMPARED TO THE START OF 2020
“In terms of the shipping… I think it is a matter of planning
in the end. We have noticed that prices have gone up and
that it is somewhat tricky to get containers to ship goods
overseas. But it is a matter of planning. Also with Brexit,
we did a project that was installed over Christmas in the
UK so we had to deliver a couple of containers exactly
when Brexit happened. But we also managed to do that…
It’s a topic, but if you look ahead and plan properly then
you can deal with it…” [Knapp]
Source: Shanghai Shipping Exchange [link]

INCREASED CONTAINER SHIPPING PRICES
• Container shipping prices have increased by nearly 3x
since the onset of the pandemic according to the
Shanghai Shipping Exchange
• Some G2P customers flagged increased prices and
shipping times as a potential disrupting influence
“Also, I mean, in terms of like, transport from China… it's
getting more expensive now. Freight rates go up. And also,
I mean, train rates are expensive, anyway. And this is also,
let's say, influencing… Because I mean, they are always
telling us yeah, we're very fast and within 12 weeks,
everything is ready. But then if you look at the transport
times and those things, it's getting a bit more tricky.”
[Anonymous 3PL]
• However, shipping disruption had less impact for larger
system integrators, primarily as shipping was a smaller
share of overall project revenue and lead times longer
• Larger projects had longer lead times and allowed for
some planning to minimise the impact

• Larger G2P customers are also logistics specialists and
might have procured projects on CIF basis, thereby
insulating themselves from some of the impact
“Shipping prices have gone mental. We have always
worked with our customers to arrange freight as they are
generally in the business of shipping so can get a better
deal on this that we can. We bring in five or ten containers
for a project, they are moving containers all the time.”
[Invar]
• In addition the G2P supply chain may have been affected
to some extent with increased lead times
• Some vendors had started to prepare for final assembly
of robots on customer shore as a way to reduce their
exposure
• “We have production capacity on each continent, so
shipping is not a huge issue for us.” [Grenzebach]
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“This year it is hard to find capacity on the boats. There is
a premium on shipping and there are potential delays due
to congestion at ports so that’s certainly something we are
keeping an eye on… and that is one of the reasons why will
setup manufacturing operations here in the US in 20212022.” [Geek+]
• … and key G2P component suppliers did not forecast any
major disruption
“For the global markets we produce mainly in Europe but
we also have production facilities in Malaysia serving
specific products for Asia and the same in North America
serving dedicated solutions for the American markets.
Sourcing semiconductors… as all the technology
companies have to do tends more and more from western
hemisphere towards Asia. If there will be any limitation on
the offering we will see maybe a certain impact, but right
now we are confident that we can manage it.” [SICK]
• However, there were signs that these time delays may
be having some impact on parts of the wider MHE sector
“Coming from the conveyor industry what we are seeing
right now is that the conveyor industry is constrained so it
leaves other technologies a lot more… it takes so long to
get traditional conveyor and the other technology is are
now gaining traction… people are thinking what else is
there… and they are realising how much more these new
technologies makes sense and by the way the lead times
are not that bad… I think this has driven people to look at
robot technologies as well… I never thought about that
until I saw conveyor lead times going up to 8 months.”
[Kuecker]
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3PL: PANDEMIC PLACED ACTIVE PROJECTS ON HOLD; SOME CUSTOMERS PREFERRED AD
HOC CONTRACTS; INNOVATION TEAMS DEPLOYED TO HELP CUSTOMERS
3PLs PANDEMIC EXPERIENCE
• 3PLs pandemic experience mirrored vendors
• However, continued volatility may have meant that
projects that were up for renewal were switched to an
ad hoc contract
“I would say, during, let's say, the first lockdown. So
roughly one year ago? We still had some… let's say we still
had some projects in the pipeline, specifically on new
business. And so we calculated a lot on new business and
was quite busy. But then it was basically when it came to
the decision points for the customers… We had a lot of
postponements there Yeah. Not saying that. So they
basically postponed the tenders, yeah, five or six big
projects, and they are still pending. And then they basically
just said, okay, we stay in the current contract structure, or
we just try to prolong the contract by one year or
something like that. Okay, we see again, how it goes.
Yeah, but so basically, the concept is in the pocket, yeah.
And we can pull it out again, the only thing that I see there
is that there still needs to be, let's say, a recheck of the
numbers, then again… driven by let's say, probably for
some omni-channel solutions, more and more ecommerce
part, whereas we sent less to the retail stores. So this
might have impact on the goods person solution as well.”
[Anonymous 3PL]
• However, not all projects were stopped because of a lack
of volumes or decreased visibility. Customers in food &
beverage also stopped projects in order to re-route
resources to active fulfilment
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“…if you look at the other warehouses where we were
doing food, their projects were stopped, not because of
the fact the volumes were not certain but it was stopped
because volumes were all of a sudden 4X the volume and
we needed all hands on deck to do that. And then the first
thing that stops is projects…” [Anonymous 3PL]

“Or, ‘we believe we need this technology’… and yeah…
then… for sure we will offer this technology as they are
requesting it, but even then we still go with three vendors
and if we see that one of the other vendors might be a
better fit we will start a discussion with the vendor and
with the customer as well…” [Anonymous 3PL]

• Those smaller 3PL’s that were focused on ecommerce
experienced huge growth

• However, in the end, it is the customer that pays the bill

“Last year in the pandemic, our ecommerce fulfilment
revenue grew six times.” [Oplog]

THE AUTOMATION PROCUREMENT PROCESS
• The 3PL automation procurement process always
included customers. However, occasionally customers
proactively approached 3PLs and suggested various
vendors they were interested in
• Depending on contracts, the 3PLs responded by
showcasing alternatives that might have been more
suitable for a customer’s specific KPIs
“It's it depends. I mean, sometimes customers just request
automation… cool automation or cool innovation… that's
usually where we are a bit more flexible… then there are
other customers that have let's say, I would say more
knowledge in supply chain and logistics departments. And
we're not only talking to the procurement guys can usually
ask hey we saw a cool Exotec, why can't we have an
Exotec in our site? Yeah. You kind of try to explain them
why something is not working and what we would
recommend. But it's… I mean, usually it's all about
dimensions and weight and order lines. Yeah, I mean,
those three are usually already helping us to bring it
down.” [Anonymous 3PL]

“Sadly… yeah we had that in a country with a… we were
really convinced that we needed to do it in a different way
different setup… yeah but the customer didn’t believe it.
They kept saying no. What can you do?” [Anonymous 3PL]
• Understanding customer’s business and forecasts were
an important part of evaluating automation
requirements
“I think it's really all about the let's say order lines and the
performance needed. Yeah. And usually when we look at
the projects, but at least now… in my team. It's usually
around cASRS and, let's say, AMR based systems, because
they are modular, because sometimes you get RFQ’s and
they expect growth next five years of 300%. So, how can I
build a shuttle area?” [Anonymous 3PL]
• The merchandise profile was often a deciding factor in
what types of automation may be suitable
“O“And I think if it's only fashion, it's easier, but if it's
shoes and fashion, then it's very complex... yeah, shoes
need a lot of space. And also, usually they need two types
of sorters, which also gets lets say the investment up.”
[Anonymous 3PL]
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3PL: PROCUREMENT MAY BE INFLUENCED BY CUSTOMERS; BUSINESS CASE FOR
AUTOMATION IS A HIGHLY COMPLEX PROCESS; SOME 3PLS MAKING OWN ROBOTS
• Integration was a bottleneck in the deployment process,
not so much in the sales process
“Our goal is that we want to have more robot systems
because they give us more flexibility. With each
integration, we learn more about standardizing processes
and re-using that knowledge in conjunction with our
WMS.” [CEVA Logistics]
• And flexibility was key, wherever possible
“But usually, we're looking into the more modular and
flexible solutions, yeah, with AMR, and with cASRS.
Because there, we also have, let's say, our own kind of
toolbox that we can use where we can put in the most
important KPIs. And that already helps us to identify if the
solution might make sense. And we very often in 3PL also
just have… we just have the fact that it doesn't work out
with an automation. Yeah, because the volumes are too
low.” [Anonymous 3PL]
• However, identifying positive business cases for
automation was a complex task
“The whole process of introducing robots is complex.
Simply looking for a business case to put robots into a site
is not the way forward. Ultimately, we want to deliver
tangible benefits to the customer.” [CEVA Logistics]

INNOVATION TEAMS & 3PLs
• Leading 3PLs have spun up innovation teams in the last
3-4-5 years with the express purpose of tracking vendors
and evaluate and/or identify ‘sweetspots’

“In the end what we do is that we make sure that we keep
track of what all the suppliers do… what most of them do
and basically their… what’s their best place… what is their
core competence… and then when we have a tender we
try to see, OK this is the tender and this could be good to
look into these vendors…” [Anonymous 3PL]
• A number of these 3PLs utilized the activities of these
innovation teams in marketing campaigns
“In Holland, there’s a definite differentiator with those
among the top 100 logistics players who can show that
they are innovators. In the last year, we rose up that table
from five to four as a direct result of proven innovation.
Off the back of that, the magazine which publishes the
table now comes to us if they want to know something
about innovation, so it’s becoming a real selling point and
an attraction for customers.” [CEVA Logistics]
• … and 3PL customers were able to view the robots at
work in real time
“The world is interested in how this works and we have
been able to fit out one of our most automated sites with
cameras – which blur peoples’ faces in real time – so we
can show live footage of our innovative use of robots in
action.” [CEVA Logistics]
• During the pandemic, some innovation teams were
tasked with procuring options for customers, such as
disinfection robots
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“… yeah on the one hand the pandemic was bad because
most of the projects stopped, but on the other hand it also
brought other projects like the disinfection robot and those
kind of things… all of a sudden everybody wanted to know
and everybody wanted to have an option so that if there
was an outbreak in that particular warehouse that they
could basically bring the machine in and have it yeah
cleaned so they can open again.” [Anonymous 3PL]

SOME 3PLs DEVELOPING ROBOTS INTERNALLY
• STIQ interviewed several European SME 3PLs that were
actively considering or had already developed robotic
solutions internally; part of the appeal appeared to be
adding value to the organisation
“And also we have seen Ocado doing it which is really
interesting… I don’t know if the vision at one point will be
to start selling those hardware but what Ocado is proving
is that you have an advantage of internalising those
investment and deployment. Because it is really a
competitive advantage that you build…” [Anonymous 3PL]
• Larger Chinese 3PLs had also developed solutions
internally, either organically or by acquiring companies
“Because JD.com they will build a lot of warehouse and
they need a lot of G2P robot and suppliers, so based on
this project they find a lot of good talent from other
supplier and they build JDX.” [Tompkins Consulting]
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RETAILERS: THE PANDEMIC HAS FORCED RETAILERS TO RETHINK THEIR SUPPLY CHAIN AND
LOGISTICS STRATEGIES BEYOND SOCIAL MEDIA; OMNI-CHANNEL NOW A PRIORITY
OMNICHANNEL BECAME A PRIORITY

US ECOMMERCE PENETRATION (% OF RETAIL SALES)
27.0%

• Retailers with an existing omni-channel infrastructure
were able to manage to adapt store fulfilment to online

• Whilst other retailers may have struggled to manage
inventory across channels, partly due to legacy business
models, multi-brands and large store operations
“I think the one of the biggest impact was that people
understood that… It's the world became omnichannel and
omnichannel is not only a big in your… let's say in your
house… the customer see it. I mean through different
applications… you can go through, Twitter, Instagram...
You go here and there and you can show people you can
shop online, order it in store. All this click & collect… all
these options, but also it's omnichannel access to your
inventory because before it was a lot of concept of having
dedicated pools. … so it is omni-channel from each and
every corner, I think this is one of my most important
learning because this was a way basically that pushed me
to be like, you know… to have a rant with my C-suite…”
[Anonymous Retailer]
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“Every year we have prepared Cyber Day during a couple
of months in advance, and this coordination includes IT,
logistics, sales, etc. But pandemic accelerated this process
and since last March 2020 every days has become an a
Cyber day. This huge challenge could be reached due great
team work, commitment and flexibility in our process.”
[Falabella]

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Source: Bank of America, US Department of Commerce, ShawSpring
Research, via SAP [link]

• Omni-channel and flexibility were two of the key
takeaways from the pandemic
“Yes… we send like that today to our stores from our
existing fulfilment centres. This is how we will continue
doing it after we start automating our warehouses for
omni-channel. The picks within our store channel are
extremely manual at the moment. I think we will see a big
change in the future… A big part of Corona is that we have
had… we have quite a few store warehouses around the
world. And… when stores have closed… they cannot stand
empty so we have had to change quite a lot so they could
be used to fulfil customer orders… online orders… we have
also decided that if we build a new store warehouse… or a
warehouse for stores, that we should include online
capabilities into those… but also the other way… that all
warehouses should be able to ship to any channel. And
that’s our direction…” [Anonymous Retailer]
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“Yes, that is probably the only reason that we don’t just
set up 20 new warehouses… we have a large network of
warehouses that we are trying to perhaps reorganise and
use better… or flexible. We are trying to be more flexible
with our warehouse maps as well.. Warehouses should not
only be able to send to stores but also to the online
channel but also to other countries. So we are working on
this flexibility.“ [Anonymous Retailer]
“And in a practical life I know problems which are
challenges that I'm addressing each and every day and
dedicated fulfilment centres, you know… and then I have
my priorities because you're not the Amazon of this world
then why do you need the dedicated centre… yeah, maybe
you need to think about omnichannel. Maybe you need to
think about flexibility and availability of your stock,
accuracy and how to enable it and make it available to the
customer… and chasing customer… Whenever customer
wants to shop it through which channel? And you don't
know tomorrow which channel customer will use.”
[Anonymous Retailer]

PROCURING FLEXIBLE AUTOMATION
• More choice has enriched the warehouse automation
market. However, customers found it difficult to keep a
tab on what was happening in the market, especially
with new technology
“Historically we have not done simulation but we have
changed that lately because our feeling is that there is so
many things happening in the market and we find it tricky
to follow everything that is happening. We can also
change the direction to test more and do more
simulation…” [Anonymous Retailer]
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RETAILERS: G2P CUSTOMERS VOICED SOME CONCERN THAT VENDORS ARE MEETING
FLEXIBILITY, BUT RARELY ENGAGE WITH THE WHOLE INVENTORY FLOW
• Calculating ROI remained a complex task with and POCs
were often the only way to understand the impact of a
new solution
“Goods to person solutions are very complicated to
calculate ROI for when compared to 3D packaging
machines. You cannot put all the products in the G2P
solution so you need to think which product you can
physically fit in there and if they are fast sellers or rarely
sell at all. There is no ROI on products that do not move in
the G2P solution, so you need turnover. So you need to
consider your merchandise and the size of the product and
rotation. You have to learn fast or lose money. Then there
is the replenishment strategy as well. How do you get
products into the system and at what time. How much do
you pick and when?” [Cdiscount/C-logistics]
• It was also important to consider inventory flows,
something that vendors might not always be familiar
with
“And also… it has to do with the overall workflow the way
we operate in a warehouse… so for that reason, it really
depends on what assortment you have and what workflow
you have. So these are the major two points why we
should… We need to be mindful of these system. I think
going forward, it's definitely an interesting technology, but
we would need to design our warehouses and workflow
right from the beginning for the systems, and we need to
have the right assortment structure to make it work
effectively for us… I think the biggest learning for us is that
this thing that I just sent needs to fit to the workflow and
we need to make it make it work for… in the way we
envisage it… ” [Anonymous Retailer]

OMNI-CHANNEL CONSIDERATIONS PRE/POST COVID
Visible retail
Online, in-store,
Social, etc.
Back office,
Supply Chain,
Logistics,
Infrastructure

High

High

Pre-Covid
Omni-Channel
Focus

Post-Covid
Omni-Channel
Focus

Low

HIGH+

Source: STIQ Research & Analysis

CALL FOR GREATER STANDARDISATION
• Whilst enterprise automation customers viewed recent
additions to the G2P landscape positively, there was also
some frustration with vendors, especially from a
software perspective and integrations
“I'm sharing with you this this the insight also because my
agenda is that I want to drive.. and I think we need to
build muscles from a demand perspective to force vendors
to open up their interfaces. And if we don't, or if we if we
just let the vendors rule at the game, then we will never
get to that point that we can have operate a fleet of AGVs
and always stuck with a zoo of integrations and a zoo of
different vendors, and we have lock-in effects which I
don't like this as a buyer. So I want to overcome this. It's a
bit like a mobile. Like an Android mobile right? I know I
have the software, but it doesn't matter which phone I
have. I can move to any phone manufacturer that I want
right.. for me, the software is the Android and this and the
mobile is a second thing. It looks different and has a
slightly better camera.” [Anonymous Retailer]
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• STIQs interviews suggest that some retailers had begun
trialling software deployed in the automotive sector
based on VDA5050 recommendations
“I think the concept of VDA5050 is very interesting. I think
it can make a lot of changes in the industry. But it is very
beginning stage.” [ASTI]
• Warehouse execution systems were viewed as a
potential route for tying together automation equipment
“We have some cases, we have to control the upstream
and downstream operations to maximise the efficiency of
whatever we're putting in, right. When you put in, say, an
Casrs solution, and say you're picking out of it and putting
into put walls, there's, there's magic associated with that.
And that's where that WES kind of comes into play. And
sometimes you know, the WMS can do it. Sometimes
customers don't want to want to work with WMS
providers to do it. Sometimes they're either too busy or it's
too expensive. And that's where that that WES comes in.”
[Kuecker]
• There were a variety of packing strategies that may also
have to be considered when procuring a G2P solution
• For example, interviews suggested there were two
primary packaging strategies – box first or box last
• Box first meant that the WMS and packaging solution
calculated the volumetric of the goods to be packed and
produced a right-sized box that pickers used to put
products in
• Box last meant that the goods were picked in totes and
then transferred to the packing machine and was fitted
on the spot including all products
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TREND: RAAS DEVELOPING AT GLACIAL SPEEDS; SHOULD BE MORE ATTRACTIVE TO
CUSTOMERS AS RESPONSIBILITY FOR PRODUCTIVITY SWITCH TO ROBOT VENDORS
RAAS REMAINS BEYOND THE HORIZON
• RaaS is a topic that is widely discussed and analysed in
the G2P sector, although it remained a niche option with
major customer still opting to go the Capex/outright
purchase route
“So, this is really interesting. Of course, I also observe the
markets and business models, that are on the horizon. And
we already did some evaluations on RaaS and other things
such as rent a robot. The interesting thing is, that there are
some potential customers, that have said, that it would be
nice for them. But it never became reality until now. I don’t
know how it looks like in two or three years. But for us, it
never became reality until now.” [Swisslog]
“RaaS… Yes, that’s interesting. We thought that was the
right play and it ended up not being the right thing. The
feedback we got was that we don’t want to pay for it
forever so. It came back to lets just do it as a Capex deal.
But there are definitely merits with the model…” [Kuecker]
“Fulfilment as a service is becoming popular… especially
for companies that would like to pilot new technologies or
applications. However, when it comes to larger programs
many companies are still in favour of a traditional Capex
approach. We see both models co-exist in the future
depending on the type of company and background.”
[AutoStore]

CUSTOMERS SLOWLY THAWING IN THE RAAS
PAYMENT TERMS
• However, many G2P customers already had “XaaS”
options and appeared willing to engage when there is a
consumable involved
• For example, this was the case with some 3D packaging
machine vendors, where there might be payments based
on packaging paper consumed
• Payments were often sorted into brackets to ensure the
financial viability for both parties
• Such arrangements might also include a SaaS solution

PA-AMR & AMR VENDORS VOCAL ON RAAS
• STIQ interviews suggested that most PA-AMR and AMR
vendors were offering, had offered or even had
customers on a RaaS programme, although there
remained some confusion as to what true RaaS entailed
• Implementing RaaS meant that vendors were
responsible for the productivity of their solutions and
that customers paid based on the number of actions
performed by a solution
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“A bunch of other companies markets RaaS… but, If you're
renting a robot instead of buying the robot. If you rent a
single robot for, let's say $1000 per robot per month,
that's a leasing deal. The customer is in charge of the
productivity of the robots, right? Whether that robot is
productive or not is up to the customer. What we do
instead is we sell the productivity of that robot. So for
example, if a robot can do hundred actions per hour or
something like that? Basically we are going to provide our
customer with 1000 actions per hour. An action could be,
you know, picking replenishment cycle counting depending
on how they use it. We manage the number of robots
required to do that 1000 actions per hour. So if we can get
one robot to do all 1000 actions per hour, that's amazing.
That's great, right? The responsibility of the productivity of
that robot is now with us.” [inVia Robotics]
• STIQs view of RaaS is that it will be difficult to achieve a
widespread uptake with current RaaS thinking, i.e. ‘pay
per action’ as most customers do not want to pay for
their solution in perpetuity
• New business models may have to be developed to
attract a larger audience for RaaS
“We have one large RaaS customer in Canada. We've sold
a couple of others that aren't live yet. But we've sold them
in that model. It is all new to us in the last six months, the
first large one was a follow-on site for an existing
customer. The other two are new customers. We have a
goal as, as does the investment community has a goal… to
have a more recurring revenue model. So, I think you'll see
a fair amount of aggressive behaviour on our part to lean
in that direction. And in quite honestly, I think by 2022, the
majority of our new business will be robots as a service.”
[GreyOrange]
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ASIA: THE CHINESE G2P MARKET IS EXTREMELY COMPETITIVE WITH MULTIPLE VENDORS
OFFERING SIMILAR PRODUCTS; INDIA EMERGING IN AUTOMATION & ROBOTICS
CHINA: EXTREMELY COMPETITIVE
• As a share of the Chinese overall mobile robotics market,
‘G2P QR code navigated’ robots experienced fast growth
“I think the biggest category is actually starting to become
the QR code… so you know close to these G2P Kiva style
robot, but that is almost… I believe that it has already
overtaken magnetic guided AGVs as the biggest category…
And actually these are really good in ecommerce
warehouses these kind of G2P settings. It’s also being
deployed in manufacturing because it's cheap. It's
something that is relatively quick to get started with for a
lot of these AGV companies that they can switch to this
technology easily.” [Gain & Co]
• However, the Chinese market remained extremely
competitive with multiple vendors
• Domestic companies dominated and there was not a
single non-Chinese vendor of G2P AMRs present in China
• The hyper-competitive nature of the Chinese market has
also highlighted potential issues with profitability in the
domestic market
“I think in 2021 in China also a lot of G2P but you know… in
China it is become so many company doing same things
marketing this G2P… if too many company doing same
thing it means the market share will be reduced so… now
this is big problem for every G2P robotics company this is
now headache… No one can make money in China even if
they sell a lot of robot in China.” [Tompkins China]

• One of the unfortunate side-effects of this has been that
some of the Chinese vendors have been aggressively
price cutting
• And although hyper growth may favour ASRS shuttle
solution vendors, there are multiple domestic vendors
“G2P is easy to installation but not very high throughput,
so now G2P still is focus in China I think in next 2-3 years is
shuttle and much more shuttle will be more popular in
China… Because China market need high throughput… and
this robot G2P I think will be used more in industry. You
know China made in 2025… in Europe it is industry 4.0 so
that means low throughput and… so this G2P will be used
a lot in manufacturing.” [Tompkins China]
• Furthermore, in contrast to Amazon, Chinese
ecommerce players have started to spin out internally
developed MHE and logistics divisions, often with the
aim of cashing in on IPOs
“I think one thing is like normally Amazon just invest in
Kiva… because Amazon they invest in Kiva because they
don’t want to others to use Kiva this is Amazon’s purpose I
think. But in China I think they invest not because they
don’t want others to use their technology so they just
want to use own business to create another big company
to provide more business…” [Tompkins China]
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INDIA: AN EMERGING AUTOMATION PLAYER
• The Indian material handling & automation market
continued to grow despite relatively low labour costs,
and some projects were executed on grounds of
reliability rather than positive ROI business cases
“In India automation can never be about replacement of
labour but about facilitating the scaling up of business and
making operations flexible and reliable. Ecommerce has
reached to most parts of the country and supply chains
must have the ability to absorb shocks and be flexible to
meet changing demand patterns. Also micro fulfillment is
catching up fast with small warehouses having 10,00020,000 Sq. Ft. Area want to serve 5000-10000 orders in a
day. This is impossible without automation, scaling up any
business is impossible without automation.” [Addverb]
• Vendors that are targeting longer ROI around 4 years will
be very well placed in countries with higher labour costs
“Yeah, so in India, we target our customers to get a
payback below 2-3 years or, worst case, four years with
our solution. Considering the developed markets have 510X higher labour costs and increased scarcity of labour
than India, the payback period of our solution in those
markets will be at a fraction of what we observe in
developing markets such as India.” [Unbox Robotics]
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COMPONENT SUPPLIERS: LARGER CUSTOMERS APPEARED TO DRIVE R&D; INCREASED
VOLUMES OF ROBOTS IMPROVING SAFETY, PERFORMANCE AND FLEXIBILITY
IMPROVED COMPONENTS TO SERVE THE
SECTOR BETTER MAY DRIVE DOWN PRICES
• Larger customers have been driving new product
development in the G2P Robot supply chain
“It is definitely based on larger customers... I mean they
can provide bigger commitment and it's more attractive
for us. And in this case we are willing to pay to make
customization and even develop something new. But then
of course we are the owner of the motor and we can offer
existing designs also to smaller customers. It doesn't make
sense to develop something new for somebody that are
not willing to participate in the R&D cost…” [Mobotic]
“Yeah, we have different customer projects and we
understand what is required, and what the customer want
to happen. When we think about it and get a sense of the
demands then we see a modular approach which fulfills
80% of the cases that the customer needs. So, this was
the….The reason why we started the development process
of the application specific product, such as the Varta ASB.”
[Varta]
• The trend in G2P robotics is towards less reliance on
datametric grid navigation
“So, the trend for the requirements coming from the G2P
robotic companies… for the next generation is more
flexibility and not fully dependent on the data matrix code
grid on the ground...” [Pepperl + Fuchs]
• … and potentially also increased collaboration between
people and the robots

“...collaboration between stationary and mobile
applications and persons is what many customers are
interested in. For this kind of customer challenges we
mainly see solutions like Lidar or vision sensors... or where
infrastructure-based localization, navigation systems
could be play an important role for the future. It might be
an approach that the technology is not longer only based
on the vehicle… it’s rather more a multi-communication
system supported by an upper infrastructure network,
serving the whole scenery. That might be the trend for the
next 3-5 years.” [SICK]
• Some of these new safety ideas are yet to be fully
formed, but may still be implemented where non critical
“There are solutions which are sometimes based on a tagbased wearable vest for the operators when they have to
go inside a hazardous zone. This helps very much but it
depends strongly how sure the wearing of the technology
will be applied and how it would be accepted by the
affected workers.” [SICK]
• Component suppliers engaged with vendors and
authorities to discuss safety further
"…now we are also starting a discussion with customers
but also with the authorities and notify bodies to figure
out whether it is always required that a small tiny and
slow running vehicle has to fulfil more or less the same
safety standards as the big truck, carrying tons with high
speed…” [SICK]
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INCREASED VOLUMES AFFECTING PRICES
• Increased robot volumes have had a deflationary effect
on components
“The next generation of G2P robots that they're asking for
more flexibility or sensors that makes the robots more
flexible… significant more performance and flexibility, but
cut the costs more so... This is really the tough demands
especially for the G2P market. I mean everybody is asking
for lower prices, but here it is really challenging because
the numbers are increasing like hell… And for this ecommerce robots and the next generation needs to be less
and less cost, so this means the cost cutting requirements
from these customers are much more challenging than the
companies that make AMRs or AGVs.” [Pepperl + Fuchs]
• And has also pushed the development of standard
products across the G2P component supply chain

“…but I think the problem was that most of the batteries
which were offered were custom specific solutions which
are very expensive for small startups. Now it is
increasingly dynamic and established battery
manufactures have their own experience know what the
market needs, and what it takes to manufacture
solutions… we have the standardized product approach
which is faster and easier to bring into an application.
Also, I think the dynamic of the market …because now it’s
easier to go on the Market with a solution where you do
not have to spend a lot of time and money on the
development of a battery.” [Varta]
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THE PARTNERING TREND CONTINUED; FEAR OF MISSING OUT (FOMO) MIGHT HAVE BEEN
A DRIVER FOR SOME DEALS
THE PARTNERING TREND CONTINUES
• Younger startups (c.<5yrs old) realised that the key route
to maximise revenue was to partner system integrators

CHANGING DIRECTION OF PARTNERSHIPS, 2018 & 2020
Startup
vendor

• This trend originally emerged about two years ago
“… we were approached different vendors. Naturally, we
spoke with the larger ones… loads of different providers.
Before obviously the sort of cacophony of partnerships
have happened over the last 18 months. Yeah, none of
those were really in place at the time. Everyone was sort of
itching for someone who had pre-existing warehouse and
logistics clients..” [OW Robotics]
• However, it took until 2020 for the larger system
integrators to start partnering with younger startups
(now more like “scaleups”)
• One major partnership was KION + Quicktron which also
included an investment in Quicktron
“We're in the early… we're in the process of putting
together a true go to market plan. I would expect that…
Q1 and early Q2 you'll hear more from us about that, and I
thought I'll probably be a lot more able to talk more
publicly about what we are doing.” [Dematic]

• Other global system integrators have been actively
monitoring the vendor landscape for potential partners
• Partnering criteria included stability, IP, etc.
“We are looking at experience. We are looking at the
stability of the product the partnership is offering.
Obviously we are also looking at the IP situation…”
[Knapp]

Startup
vendor

2018

2020

System
Integrator

System
Integrator

Source: STIQ Research & Analysis

PARTNERSHIP AS A SALES CHANNEL
• As startup vendors have scaled up, they have also
embarked on more elaborate partnering strategies
“We recently hired a new VP of Partners & Alliances and
we are looking to grow our partner program from both a
sales and delivery capacity. You will see a change in
behaviour from us as we expand both our direct sales and
partner/alliance strategies.” [GreyOrange]
“Our channel partners are an extension of our sales and
operations. Because we cannot be at the table for every
deal and our channel partners have great reach and
relationships… So we want to give them all the necessary
tools to sell, deploy and support our solutions.” [Geek+]
• However, despite widespread partnering, some vendors
maintained a direct sales channel, primarily as a way to
develop new applications
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“So we have we have two channels so we do sell directly
and that's what we did for the first two or three years… is
we focused on direct sales while we kind of perfected our
product offering and understood and got it at the market.
We do now have three signed partners in the US and you'll
see these on our website… So for those we have a we
developed an open platform so that we still control the
robot navigation.” [Tompkins Robotics]
• Vendors are starting to understand that solutions may be
the key to customer reach
“I think there's a variety of reasons. I think one of them is
certainly partnerships and channel partners to get to
market and broaden our reach. And another one is what
you mentioned before, which is providing a more holistic
solution. So there's partnerships required, if we're going to
have our robots work with some other G2P solution or
ASRS solution, then we would have to have be part of a
systems integration project where there's some bigger
partners in play. ” [IAM Robotics]
“In the last year we add a new contract with distributor…
successful contract with Bastian in the US. We have a new
partnership with Bastian.” [Scallog]
“But still we have the same kind of thinking - we want
there to be revenue with our partners, we want them to
want us to succeed. And that's also with this small startup
that that we are you need to kind of borrowing muscles
from larger partners.” [Blue Robot Company]
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PARTNERING ALSO EXTENDED TO KNOW-HOW EXCHANGES AND INTRA-VENDOR
PARTNERSHIPS
• A key benefit to partnership was not having to spend
valuable resources on opening local representation,
especially for overseas vendors
“Yeah, we make cooperation with local integrators and
dealers around the world and we also talk to end users…
you know… service is very important so we need to have
some local partners.” [HAI Robotics]

“We partnered with Murata partly to expand
commercialization of the technology, but we also view
Murata as a key strategic technology partner. Our
agreement with them includes the exchange of technical
concepts and collaboration in technology development.
We licensed our Alphabot technology to them, and they
are actually manufacturing their own robots.” [Alert
Innovation]

• STIQs view is that some of the recent flurry of partnering
activity may have been driven by FOMO

INTRA-VENDOR PARTNERSHIPS

“Is there a bit of fear of missing out in the market? Yes,
definitely.” [Anonymous SI]

• Whilst system integrators typically worked with a host of
vendors to put together a solution, there were also hints
that vendors were collaborating with each other

THE KNOW-HOW PARTNERSHIP
• Whilst most partnerships related to sales channels, there
were other pragmatic drivers for partnerships such as
tech know-how exchanges
“Our partners are OEMs ready to hit the market and are
preparing to scale. Their core deployment and
maintenance programs have been put in motion but may
vary based on the automation solution they are offering.
For example, if you are talking about small format AMRs,
there are a lot of similarities. There is consistency between
service models, which can be replicated between the
technologies.” [Ricoh USA, Inc.]
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“Numina Group had been looking for a while at all the
different AMR/AGV solutions. They were doing this really
amazing voice picking so they put in the entire WES…and
they had an idea that if you could take their technology
and find an AMR that would fit in the right way, it could
really take that whole value proposition up an order of
magnitude…and so they had been looking for months if
not years for a vendor that would work well with their
system and found us. The relationship was a long time in
the making due in large part to the long sales cycle…”
[Waypoint Robotics]
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THE INCREASINGLY COMPETITIVE AMR SEGMENT HAS PUSHED VENDORS TO FOCUS ON
SOFTWARE; INDICATING A POTENTIAL SHIFT AWAY FROM AN INTEGRATED APPROACH
VENDORS INCREASING FOCUS ON SOFTWARE

G2P STARTUP VENDORS SEPARATING INTO HW/SW

• Leading system integrators were already focused on
software as the key differentiating factor…

SW
+
HW

“I think that the real secret sauce to AMR is software. It’s
about learning a lot about the behaviour of how the
material flows, and then their map… mining that data.
This is a... this is a software play.” [Dematic]
• … and Increasing competition, especially in the G2P AMR
segment, has pushed a number of vendors towards a
laser focus on software
“It is easy to develop the robot… but the big value of the
system is the software. And how the software is adapted
to the mobile shelf system… It is good to have robotic
technology… but if you only have robotics technology
without the software it is not interesting.“ [Scallog]
• One of the drivers for the push into software has been
price pressure
“Prices are always going to be a challenge but if you apply
that to everything then only the lowest priced options
would never sell, which we know just isn’t the case. I think
there will be a time when people will start seeing the
added value and understanding the difference between
AMR vendors and those just offering the hardware and
versus total cost of ownership.” [Big Box]
• Some vendors viewed themselves as pureplay software
vendors of operating systems for robot systems
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“We are putting a ton of energy into our GreyMatter
software with a goal of expanding its scope to include
managing 3rd party automation vendors. We are even
exploring software only deals in some opportunities.”
[GreyOrange]
• Focusing on software can produce significant advances,
but does not come automatically - or fast

Software

Hardware
Integrated

“We consider ourselves as a software vendor. In fact, the
initial robots we wanted to buy it from somebody else, but
they just did not exist. So we were forced to build our
own…” [inVia Robotics]

“We call it the router and it's basically a software that
allows us to improve the performance of each robot on
average 40%. Existing installations that are using this new
software will get a boost in their performance.”
[AutoStore]

• Some startups to the sector entered from a history as
WMS players
“And of course, there are very good beautiful elegant
products in the market. And so we think that our strength
in the market will be about our software. Okay, the
execution system. The warehouse execution system.”
[Makhina]
“Because remember where we come from. We come from
a WMS background, so we do this day in, day out. And so
what we have done with cellular picking is basically
extend the functionality already there.” [Synergy]
• Whilst other vendors were in the process of pivoting into
becoming software vendors
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VENDORS APPROACHED HARDWARE & SOFTWARE STRATEGIES DIFFERENTLY; SOME
OUTSOURCED FROM DAY ONE WHILST OTHERS TOOK PRIDE IN INTEGRATED PRODUCTION
SEPARATE PRODUCTS AS A BUSINESS MODEL
• Some vendors market the hardware and software
elements separately
“Our philosophy is to sell two products. The first product is
as well as an door opener - The IW Hub… as hardware
product. The second thing is the cloud based steering
platform… the software, Anyfleet, will be fully VDA5050…
to use this new industry standard, and we are open for
third party hardware. And even if a customer does not
want to use our… our hardware” [idealworks]
• A few vendors already marketed standalone software
packages, however, these appeared to focus on
navigation and fleet control
“So as you said, like a lot of companies go this way or like
see that their future in there but we also recognized at the
very moment like for this year and probably even for the
next year, we will still have to focus to bring our robots like
in big quantities out there. And. What we thought as much
easier too… Or what we expect it to be much easier is to
scale fleets and we recognize it still needs a lot of
attention… and that's the other part of the story of Acros,
so the entire thing is not all biggest cash cow at the
moment and we will not push it at this moment to become
our complete focus of the company. So at the moment this
Acros thing runs on a couple of side projects. We have
already sold some parts of Acros as a license to other
companies for using some parts…” [Magazino]

“We have a brand called Waypoint Embedded, which
is how we go to market with an OEM platform… we can
deliver autonomous mobility and take 2-4 years out of the
development schedule, and then they can start building on
that platform so they can focus on whatever is special
about their robot…” [Waypoint Robotics]
• Whilst some vendors viewed their integrated approach
as key to their success
“We build our robots in.... We have the R&D department
in Norway. And then we have our production facility in
Poland and that that facility was built in 2011-12 so we
have been producing our own robot since that time.”
[Autostore]
“… so we're a very different team. Unlike other robotics
company, we have our own mechanical setup. We have
our own electrical. We have our own embedded
manufacturing system…” [Addverb]

• At least one vendor entered the G2P AMR sector from
the AGV & AMR robotics sector with a strong hardware
foundation
“Generally, I think it would be difficult to start from
scratch… we also have AGV experience. So it was quite
medium complexity. But if someone having WMS solution
they want to provide robot. Yeah, that's for sure. I mean,
yeah, it’s somewhat difficult. Yeah. But of course, we had
them… I mean, the factory, the supply chain and all the,
the knowledge of making robots. So it was like kind of a
robot that is suitable to move racks… I mean starting from
scratch, of course it's difficult… but when you have
experience in the AGV business, I think it's not that hard..”
[ASTI]
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HARDWARE OUTSOURCING FROM DAY ONE
• Some vendors simply elected to use partners for
hardware development and focused on the software
from day one
“So and we also have a production partner that that can
do that. We're not building the robots ourselves where
we're using partners in in basically all areas except from
the kind of the core of our solution… Our software
platform is of course really advanced.” [Blue Robot
Company]
“We outsource manufacturing. We anticipated that there
would be a large demand for our product because we
foresaw the transformation of grocery and because we
were fortunate to partner with Walmart, which we
expected to create its own large demand. We recognized
that we would not be able to do everything and scale to
meet this demand, so we have a contract manufacturer
building our robots and other service companies installing,
servicing and supporting systems in the field. We are really
focused on being the company that provides the
technology, not post-sale value-added services.” [Alert
Innovation]
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THE SUB-CONTRACTOR ECOSYSTEM FOR GP2 AMR & PA-AMR IS EMERGING
OUTSOURCING OF MAINTENANCE

THE G2P SERVICES ECOSYSTEM
Maintenance & Service
Specialists

• A key area for many of the startups in the AMR sector
was the provision of maintenance and servicing
“We are also taking a shared services approach to support
and maintenance. We are currently supporting a robotics
company with level 1 remote services for incident and
event monitoring through their cloud platform, managed
by us. We also implemented level 2 service for remote
support and issue resolution… and escalation to a local
Ricoh field service technician for onsite maintenance
services, if needed.” [Ricoh USA, Inc.]
• All vendors had developed extensive models for
preventative maintenance, but might have required
assistance for more remote servicing

Sales Channels,
System Integrators

Core
Business
Activities

Core Value
Generation

Hardware Contract
Manufacturing
Testing, Manufacturing
Specialists
Source: STIQ Research & Analysis

NEW HARDWARE OUTSOURCING MODELS
• STIQ interviews suggest that a number of vendors have
outsourced hardware manufacturing
• Contract manufacturers have adopted different models
to engage with vendors where volumes remained
challenging for setting up new production lines
“It’s still a very small market for companies like us, but it’s
rather that choice you make of engaging now or losing the
window you can grow with them. We are basically
approaching as an incubator.” [Jabil]

“Wellwit position is different, we focus on hardware. We
provide the different kind of mobile robot for the system
integrator software company and they do, they integrate
our AGV & AMR into their own total solution for the local
customer, so this is our position in the future. We prefer
the ODM OEM model.” [Wellwit]
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“So we did so we provided the AMR design service we
provide the customized robot for them. They only need to
provide the cover design.“ [Wellwit]
• Vendors with an integrated approach to hardware and
software often had to evaluate the strength of its
solutions by running extensive tests to understand
potential issues
“I don't so much think that vendors don't have the skills in
house. They often have a pretty talented team of
engineers and definitely a lot of them have PhD's and
they're better programmers than me and that kind of
stuff. So what we may offer is a turnkey solution for
testing And so I think that… yeah, for automated testing, I
think that the other goods to person solutions out there
will probably have some similar problems where they need
to do automated testing. One particular issue we were
looking at for a G2P company was a problem that was
caused by the assembly.” [Automation Experts]

• This also extends to wider supply chain services or even
R&D capabilities
“We're partnering in many different areas where we can
provide from logistics and spare parts management, to
procurement services to basically assembling the units.”
[Jabil]
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G2P APPLICATIONS: ECOMMERCE FULFILMENT REMAINED THE MAIN APPLICATION FOR
VENDORS; POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS & VENDORS EXPLORING USE CASES

Ecommerce

Other

EST. CUSTOMER BASE FOR MOBILE ROBOTICS VENDORS
Industrial

100%
Source: STIQ Research & Analysis

INDUSTRIAL EMERGING AS REVENUE STREAM
• Mature MHE vendors have sold into industrial and other
sectors and then transitioned into ecommerce
• Kiva Systems launched on the market in the early 2000’s
and elected to target ecommerce fulfilment
“Kiva Systems initially wanted to target both
manufacturing and logistics, but selected to go for
logistics. I think they chose right…” [Anonymous]
• More recent G2P vendors, such as AMR and PA-AMR,
targeted ecommerce fulfilment from the outset
• However, manufacturing has also emerged as an
important revenue stream
“We’re also doing a lot with manufacturing, more than we
expected, but ecomm is still the key revenue contributor to
our business.” [Geek+]

• Other sectors and applications are being explored, in
particular for mobile robotics, such as AMRs & PA-AMRs

“I think yes, I think there are lots of requests for G2P these
days it is regarding distribution within the automotive
sector. But I think most of them coming as a standalone
project.” [ASTI]
“For example, for Airbus we are in an industrial production
area that is for storage. We always store products for the
production activity. Generally it is small system, not a lot
of shelves. In ecommerce it is of course a lot of products
and a lot of shelves to store. It is very different type of
system.” [Scallog]
“We've had discussion with a fast food provider about
using our robots to deliver food to the car in drive
throughs, but that petered out… so we get all sorts of
inquiries and ideas going.” [Tompkins Robotics]
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• The flexibility of the AMR & PA-AMR solutions, in
particular, made them potentially suitable for a wider
range of applications

“So we're using them in stores distribution, so one level up
even. And the reason why we're looking at AMR is because
of their ability to easily be retrofitted into existing
distribution centres, right. We have a lot of centres that
are out there, which still have 15-20 years life in them.
What are we going to do to make these more productive
because we're rapidly plateauing in terms of the benefits
that we can get from these places. So you know, the lack
of any property work required is really good. The lack of
any constraints around ceiling height is really good. So
we're looking obviously, to put it into one of our
distribution centres.” [Anonymous Retailer]

“Yeah… it is. And if you look at that you have a couple of
companies that are doing assembly of complex… sub
assemblies or… finished finalised goods like that and they
need something like sometimes like 50-60-70 piece to
assembly together… and if they have specific assembly
which they don’t do every day… they use Kardex or stuff
like that and if the parts are a little bit bigger then that
then you can use an Autostore…” [Alstef]
“We really see three emerging segments for AMRs… the
big ones that we see are sortation, goods to person and
person to goods. I think there's still a lot of whitespace for
some really big killer applications in those three different
areas.” [IAM Robotics]
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G2P APPLICATIONS: FLEXIBILITY IS KEY TO CUSTOMERS; RETURNS MANAGEMENT WAS A
GOOD APPLICATION WITH EASY ROI
• Which is also a key selling point for AMR vendors
“Yes, the volumes are not big, but as I said, this brand is
expecting to grow over the next three, five years. And they
want to start with the capacity they need today instead of
buying a machine that has the full capacity they want. So
with the GenieAnt, they can, they can grow.” [Fives Group]

AMRs SUITABLE FOR RETURNS
• For new customers, returns management appeared to be
a uniquely well positioned application with large savings
“The G2P system is the best for returns for sure. We move
shelves with a lot of empty location and can propose an
empty location for the return item. We can multiply the
productivity with 5-7X for the return…” [Scallog]

“It was taking them quite some time to go through returns
and put them all back into the pick slots. And you know if
you have 30,000 units a day coming back in returns,
because you’re a big e-com retailer then you could have a
pocket sorter and you can sort these things with expensive
automation. But if you’re a medium sized business and
your returns are not at that sort of scale then you can get
the process through a robot solution. We are running
probably 10-15 times faster than previously with the
computer recording every item into the rack and
compartment. Now when we get an order, we can reverse
the process…” [Invar]

“We have a what we think is a very cool technology. If you
told me three years ago that we would be doing returns
process in ecommerce, shipping store fulfilment and
pharmaceutical fulfilment, I would have thought oh that's
way too wide. Yeah, we need to focus on one or two
things, but Yep, well, it's… Yeah, we take a lot of feedback
from clients or potential clients and. And try to improve
our system, right?” [Tompkins Robotics]
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“Because automation helps in many aspects that are not
necessarily known by everyone. It is not only that it
improves efficiency, but it also simplifies the daily work
and its planning. For instance, with GTP solutions, picking
becomes easy and workers training, particularly the
temporary ones, is accelerated. With full manual solutions,
finding and training workers was already tough, but
during the crisis, it became even harder.” [Mews Partners]

UNINTENDED (POSITIVE) CONSEQUENCES
• Interviews suggested that customers that could not
develop positive ROI cases may also have deployed
robots to get the experience, but also realised robots
were more positive due to consequences that could not
have been foreseen
• Customers also reported unintended or unforeseen
positives of deploying robots
“Another unexpected use of the robots we have deployed
is their excellent abilities as cleaners. It’s not something
we could have foreseen, but it’s a positive we learned
along the way. Many of our warehouses now have much
cleaner floors, which in turn results in much less damage
to our materials handling equipment and all because the
robots are adept at a role we hadn’t originally
envisioned.” [CEVA Logistics]
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VENDOR PROFILES: G2P AMR (A-G)
Grenzebach
W

in cb 

WA

SSI

DE | 1960 | €311m | 1,500 | Global
• Trusted Intralogistics partner for Goods-to-Person,
Automated Goods Transport, and Vision solutions
• Customers include multinational 3PLs (e.g. GEODIS,
BLG Logistics, etc.) and leading OEMs in the
automotive and household appliance industries (e.g.
AUDI, Porsche, Electrolux, etc.)
• Manufactures AGVs/AMRs in own production
facilities and can therefore promise the highest
industrial quality
• Available worldwide including global service by
experts
• More than 60 years of experience in the automation
of industrial processes in various industries
• Innovative power of 650+ engineers
• Independent and family-owned company offers
stability and security as well as direct access to
contact persons
• Contact us for an informal conversation about your
automation requirement logistics@grenzebach.com

Eiratech Robotics
W in cb 

WA

SSI

IE | 2014 | n/a | 40 | • Produces a G2P AMR solution that has been
deployed in retail, ecommerce and industrial
environments
• Raised: Organic growth supported by private equity
& Enterprise Ireland
• Customers: None disclosed

HOW TO READ VENDOR PROFILES
COMPANY NAME
COMPANY LOGO
W in cb 

WA

UK | 2015 | est.$30m | 178 | EU
HQ

Founded Yr.

Revenue

Other offices
# Linkedin Staff

Active website links

Profile Colour Key:

Interviewed

No Response

in cb 

ES | 1982 | n/a | 188 | FR,DE,US
• Produces wide range of AGV/AMRs for industrial/
manufacturing use. Introduced G2P AMR solution in
2019 targeting warehouse & retail customers
• Keensight VC invested in 2019 (source)
• AGV Customers: PSA, SEAT, Volvo, Campofrio, GSK,
P&G, L´oreal, Airbus, Bekaert, GM (Ford)
• G2P Customers: none disclosed

W

in cb 

WA

in cb 

WA

DE | 2016 | n/a | 46 | • Produces a “Goods to Person concept” for industrial
use. Audi refers to its collaboration with Arculus
“Supermarket 2.0”
• Raised $21m (latest Series A raised €16m) from
Atomico, La Famiglia, Visionaires Club, Hello
Tomorrow
• Customers: Audi
W

WA

Geek+

W

Caja Robotics

ASTI Mobile Robots
W

Arculus

SSI

CN | 2015 | n/a | 324 | US,AU,DE,HK
• Produces a wide range of material handling robotics
incl. a range of G2P AMRs and AMR Shuttles
• Raised $439.4m, latest Series C+ $50m, V Fund
Management, D1 Cap Partners, GGV Cap, Warburg
Pincus, Banyan Capital
• Customers: Nike JP, Decathlon, DSV, MW Logistics,
FAW Group, Walmart Chile

Note: The number of employees used Linkedin as a source. To be used only as a “soft indicator”. Many Asian vendors did not use Linkedin extensively

in

cb 

WA

IL | 2014 | n/a | 44 | • Produces a Shuttle-AMR solution

GreyOrange
W in cb 

WA

SSI

US | 2011 | n/a | 613 | DE,IN,UK,JP
• Produces a range of G2P AMR robotics. Pivoting towards
software pureplay with WES/orchestration engine. Moved
HQ to the US in 2020 (ex-IN). Signed largest individual
AMR contract with XPO in 2018/19 for 5,000 AMRs
• Raised $170m, latest Venture $n/a, Mithril Cap, Innoven
Cap, Tiger, Flipkart, Blume, Hatch
• Customers: XPO, H&M, IKEA, Adidas, Disney, Sam's Club
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VENDOR PROFILES: G2P AMR (G-P)
HAI Robotics

Guozi
W

in

cb 

W in cb 

WA

CN | 2010 | n/a | 13 | • Produces multiple AMR vehicles, incl.G2P & P2G

idealworks
W in cb 

SSI
WA

DE | 2020 | n/a | 29 | • Spin-out from BMW that produces an AMR (iw.hub)
primarily used in manufacturing and a fleet
management software (AnyFleet) deployed in
manufacturing and retail. Software is VDA5050
compliant (automotive standard)
• Raised: Fully funded by BMW as subsidiary
• Customers: None disclosed

Malu Innovation
W

in

cb 

WA

CN | 2015 | n/a | 27 | • Produces multiple AMRs
• Rumoured to have been acquired by JD.com (also
investor and customer)

WA

SSI

CN | 2016 | n/a | 32 | • Produces an AMR Shuttle solution, incl mobile robots
and staging stations.
• Raised $31m, latest Series B+ $15m from 5Y Capital,
Source Code Capital, Walden International
• Customers: DHL Supply Chain, BEST Supply Chain,
Philips, Xin Hee, JD Logistics, Alibaba Rhino

JD Logistics
W in cb 

WA

SSI

CN | 2007 | n/a | 3170 | • Spin-out from JD.com. Planning IPO in 2021 (tbc). JD
Logistics produces material handling equipment and
have recently started offering these solutions on the
open market, incl. sorters, G2P, etc. Distributed in
Europe by Spring Mobility
• Raised $2.5bn in 2018
• Customers: none disclosed

Mushiny
W

in

cb 

HIK Robot
W

in

cb 

WA

CN | 2001 | n/a | 43 | Global
• Produces a range of mobile robots

Makhina Robotics
W in cb 

TR | 2020 | n/a | 12 | • Spin-out from Tekhnelogos, a multi-faceted IT
company in Turkey. Produces an AMR solution that
will be launched in 1H21. Have signed up external
customers for production sites
• Raised: None disclosed
• Customers: Babil.com

Prime Robotics
WA

CN | 2017 | n/a | 18 | • Produces multiple AMR products

SSI

WA

W

in cb 

WA

SSI

US | 2018 | n/a | 12 | • Produces a wide range of mobile robots for G2P and
pallet distribution
• Raised: None disclosed
• Clients: None disclosed
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Note: The number of employees used Linkedin as a source. To be used only as a “soft indicator”. Many Asian vendors did not use Linkedin extensively
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VENDOR PROFILES: G2P AMR (Q-W)
Rightbot

Quicktron
W

in

cb 

WA

W in cb 

CN | 2014 | n/a | 18 | • Produces multiple warehouse automation AMRs.
Partnered with KION in 2020

Sokul Automation
W

in

cb 

WA

SSI

US | 2020 | n/a | - | • This company is early stage and may just have
developed a working prototype or a first POC
• Curious? Reach out to tom@styleintelligence.com if
you are interested in knowing more about this
company and we will forward your details

Wellwit
W

in cb 

WA

SSI
WA

IN | 2020 | n/a | 10 | • Produces an AMR Shuttle type robot
• Funding: None disclosed
• Customers: None disclosed

Tarqan
W in cb 

WA

SSI

TR | 2020 | n/a | - | • Spin out from Turkish 3PL – Oplog. Launching lowprofile form factor G2P AMR range in 1H21
• Funding: Will be raising in 2H21
• Customers: Oplog

Scallog
W

in cb 

WA

SSI

FR | 2013 | n/a | 50 | • Produces a G2P AMR solution. Partnered with Bastian
Solutions in 2020
• Raised €1.7m, latest Venture Round (2019), Colruyt
Group, Wilco
• Customers: BSL, L’Oreal, Rakuten, Airbus, Wesco,
Lacme, Bourjois, SD Group, Colryut

The Rubic
W in cb 

WA

SSI

CA | 2020 | n/a | 1 | • This company is early stage and may just have
developed a working prototype or a first POC

SSI

CN | 2015 | n/a | 3 | • Produces own/standard range of mobile robots, incl.
AMR, sorting robots. Also acts as contract
manufacturer of OEM robots. Founder is ex-Jabil &
Foxconn
• Raised: None disclosed
• Customers: >5
Note: The number of employees used Linkedin as a source. To be used only as a “soft indicator”. Many Asian vendors did not use Linkedin extensively
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VENDOR PROFILES: G2P PA-AMR (A-M)

W

in

cb 

W

WA

Fetch Robotics
in

cb 

W

US | 2014 | n/a | 132 | n/a
• Produces a range of mobile robotics incl. PA-AMR

W

in cb 

WA

cb 

WA

ForwardX Robotics

WA

inVia Robotics

in

IN | 2015 | n/a | 7 | • Produces a PA-AMR

US | 2015 | n/a | 238 | DE
• Produces a PA-AMR

W

Django Robotics

Alog Tech

6River Systems

SSI

US | 2015 | n/a | 47 | • Produces a single PA-AMR-Shuttle which picks boxes
from shelves and present to staging area. The robot
has a max 2.4m reach
• Raised $29m, latest Series B $20m (2018), from
Point72 Ventures, Upfront Ventures, Embark
• Customers: Rakuten Super Logistics, Tobi, LD Products,
Hollar, Optics Planet, Wagner Logistics

in cb 

WA

CN | 2016 | n/a | 39 | • Produces a range of mouse platform AGV/AMRs
targeting ecom (B2B/C) and Industry 4.0
applications. Range includes PA-AMR
• Raised $40.9m (latest $15m, Series B, 2020) from
China Merchants Capital, Longfor Capital, Eastern
Bell Capital, CDH Investments
• Customers: ITOCHU Logistics, TCL, SF DHL

Locus Robotics
W

in

cb 

WA

US | 2014 | n/a | 140 | DE
• Produces a PA-AMR

Note: The number of employees used Linkedin as a source. To be used only as a “soft indicator”. Many Asian vendors did not use Linkedin extensively

W

in

cb 

WA

CN | 2019 | n/a | - | • Produces a PA-AMR

IAM Robotics
W

in cb 

WA

SSI

US | 2012 | n/a | 70 | • Produces Swift, a PA-AMR with an articulated picking
robot and launched AMR in 2020
• Raised $21m, latest Venture Round $20m (2018), from
KCK, Innovation Works, Fusion Fund
• Customers: RDC

Magazino
W

in cb 

WA

DE | 2014 | n/a | 90 | • Produces 2x Shuttles, ‘Toru’ & ‘Soto’. Toru is specific to
shoe box picking from static shelves. Soto has been
expanded to industrial applications to pick bins from
static shelves
• Raised $49.3m, latest Series A $24.5m (2020), from
Korber, EIB, Zalando, Fiege Logistics, Jungheinrich
• Customers: Zalando, Fiege Logistics
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VENDOR PROFILES: G2P PA-AMR (O-W)
Ottobo
W

in

cb 

W

WA

TR | 2016 | n/a | 4 | • Produces a PA-AMR

in

cb 

cb 

W

WA

Waypoint Robotics

W

WA

Synergy

US | 2013 | n/a | 37 | • Produces a range of PA-AMR robots, primarily
deployed in healthcare and hospitality

W in cb 

in

ES | 2004 | n/a | 72 | • Produces a range of mobile robots incl. PA-AMR

Savioke
W

Rapyuta Robotics

PAL Robotics

in cb 

WA

SSI

UK | 1972 | c.$15m| 50 | US
• Synergy Logistics Ltd has developed WMS (Synergy)
since 1972. SnapCart is the company’s PA-AMR
developed with partners to be released in 2021
(delayed due to the pandemic)
• Direct to customer sales model
• Customers - Synergy: 100+
• Customers - SnapCart: None disclosed

in

cb 

WA

JP | 2014 | n/a | 80 | IN
• Produces a PA-AMR

Syrius Robotics
W

in

cb 

WA

CN | 2018 | n/a | 21 | • Produces a PA-AMR

SSI

WA

US | 2016 | n/a | 12 | • Produces a range of AMRs using mecanum wheels.
Offers ‘Waypoint Embedded’, embedded navigation
software
• Partnered with company to produce a tugged cart (PAAMR) for use in e-commerce fulfilment
• Raised: None disclosed
• Customers: None disclosed
Note: The number of employees used Linkedin as a source. To be used only as a “soft indicator”. Many Asian vendors did not use Linkedin extensively
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VENDOR PROFILES: G2P cASRS (A-S)
AutoStore
W

in

cb 

WA

SSI

NO | 1995 | €117m | 216 | US,FR,DE,ES,KR,UK,JP
• The original cube storage solution. Ecommerce is key
segment, but also targeting industrial sector
• Sells via distributors/ system integrators. 2X products:
Red & Black Line including range of add-on modules
• Recent product addition is MFCs
• Customers: >550 incl. Puma, Boozt, Asda, Siemens,
ActiveAnts

Exotec
W

in cb 

WA

SSI

FR | 2015 | n/a | 173 | • Produces a G2P cASRS system with shuttles (Skypods)
driving from the storage frame to picking staging areas
• Raised $111.2m, latest Series C $90m (2020), Iris
Capital, 83North, Breega, 360 Capital Partners, Dell
Technologies Capital
• Customers: Cdiscount, Carrefour, Fast retailing,
E.Leclerc, GAP, Monoprix

Blue Robot Company

Attabotics
W

in

cb 

WA

CA | 2015 | n/a | 197 | US
• Produces a cASRS solution

in

WA

SSI

NO | 2018 | n/a | 1 | • Cube storage vendor that emerged from stealth
mode in 2021. Using gantry robots to pick & store
bins. Currently deployed in production
environment
• Raised: Mainly self-funded
• Customers: None disclosed

Ocado Technology

Fabric
W

W in cb 

cb 

WA

IL | 2015 | n/a | 319 | US
• Produces a cASRS solution

W

in

cb 

WA

UK | 2002 | n/a | 1932 | • Turnkey e-grocery solution vendor incl. CFC and MFC.
Technology division of Ocado Group

Storojet
W

in

cb 

WA

DE | 2018 | n/a | 2 | • Produces a cASRS solution
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Note: The number of employees used Linkedin as a source. To be used only as a “soft indicator”. Many Asian vendors did not use Linkedin extensively
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VENDOR PROFILES: G2P ASRS (A-G)
Abiman Engineering
W

in

cb 

WA

KR | 1980 | n/a | 7 | • System integrator with shuttle ASRS solution

in

cb 

WA

JP | 1937 | c.€4.1bn | c.10000 | Global
• Produces a full range of warehouse automation
from ASRS to sorting and picking solutions
• Listed on Tokyo Stock Exchange [TSE:6383]

Fortucky (China)
W

in

cb 

W

in cb 

Alert Innovation
WA

IN | 2016 | n/a | 324 | SG,AS
• Produces MHE solutions incl. ASRS, AMRs, Sorting
Robots, picking solutions and software
• Raised: $11m from various investors
• Customers: Reliance, Asian Paints, Hindustan
Unilever, Marico

WA

CN | 2014 | n/a | - | • System integrator with shuttle ASRS solution

W

in cb 

WA

US | 1819 | $2.3bn | 5823 | Global
• Top three global system integrator. Produce a full
range of warehouse automation equipment. Launched
MFC solution in 4Q19 with first deployment in Jan 20.
Global reseller of AutoStore and has partner
relationship with Quicktron via parent company KION
• Acquired by Kion in 2016 for $3.3bn
• Customer: Myer, Werner Electric, Simons, Shimano,
Claire’s, Adidas

Galaxis Tech (China)
W

in

cb 

W

in cb 

WA

US | 2016 | n/a | 197 | • Produces a 3D ASRS solution that operates in 3x
temperature zones. Founder also founded Symbotic
• Muratec is know-how partner in Japan
• Raised: None disclosed
• Customers: Walmart (funded R&D phase, but owns no part
of the company)

ENFON (China)

Dematic

Daifuku
W

Addverb

WA

CN | 2014 | n/a | 2 | • System integrator with shuttle ASRS solution

Note: The number of employees used Linkedin as a source. To be used only as a “soft indicator”. Many Asian vendors did not use Linkedin extensively

W

in

cb 

WA

CN | 2015 | n/a | - | • System integrator with shuttle ASRS solution

Gebhardt
W

in cb 

WA

DE | 1952 | c.€110m | 62 | US,UK,CH,AT,PL,SE
• System integrator, produces a range of material
handling solutions, including ASRS, Mini Load, PAAMR. Recently expanded range of AMRs to include
mobile conveyors
• Customers: Otto Group, Intersport, Würth, Daimler,
Zalando, Miele
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VENDOR PROFILES: G2P ASRS (H-S)
Honeywell Intelligrated
W

in

cb 

Huazh
W

WA

US | 2014 | c.$0.9bn | 2120 | Global
• System integrator with shuttle ASRS solution

Knapp
W

in cb 

WA

CN | 2011 | n/a | - | DE
• System integrator with shuttle ASRS solution

W

WA

Rocket Solution
in cb 

cb 

OPEX

AT | 1952 | c.€1.0bn | 1589 | Global
• System integrators, produces the Evo Shuttle ASRS
solution. Additional solutions include Apostore (Click &
Collect/MFC) and, more recently also last mile
software. Open Shuttle is a range of PA-AMRs
(collaborative AMRs) Knapp has a partnership with
Takeoff for MFCs
• Customers: Tmall, Wurth, Boots, Hermes Logistik,
Lotte Mart, Migros, M&S, Sinopharm

W

in

Informrack

WA

SSI

DE | 2019 | n/a | 9 | • Multi-shuttle vendor. Emerged from stealth in
March 2021. Co-founders with deep experience
from warehouse automation sector. Business
model selling via SI, VARs, etc.
• Raised: Not disclosed from Kardex
• Customers: First production deployment ready by
Summer 2021

in

cb 

WA

US | 1974 | n/a | 723 | DE, FR, UK, AU

Savoye
in

in

cb 

WA

CN | 1997 | n/a | 52 | • System integrator with shuttle ASRS solution

psb Intralogistics

• Produces an ASRS and sortation solution

W

W

cb 

W

in

cb 

WA

DE | 1887 | n/a | 70 | • System integrator with shuttle ASRS solution

SSI Schaefer
WA

FR | 1950 | n/a | 506 | FR,BE,CN
• System integrator with shuttle ASRS solution

Note: The number of employees used Linkedin as a source. To be used only as a “soft indicator”. Many Asian vendors did not use Linkedin extensively

W

in

cb 

WA

DE | 1937 | c.€3.4bn | 3781 | Global
• System integrator with shuttle ASRS solution
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VENDOR PROFILES: G2P ASRS (S-V)
Servus
W

in

cb 

Swisslog
WA

AT | 2005 | n/a | 49 | • ASRS shuttle vendor

W

in cb 

TGW
WA

CH | 1900 | €0.7bn | 2401 | Global
• Top 10 global system integrator with Retail/
wholesale/ healthcare focused material handling
equipment range incl. AMR. Reseller of AutoStore
• Acquired by KUKA (DE) in 2014 for $357m. Ultimate
owner, Midea (CN), acquired Kuka in 2016
• Customers: Pfizer, Coca Cola, Walmart, Asda,
Lufthansa, B Braun, Catch of the Day, IKEA

W

in

cb 

WA

AT | 1969 | €0.7bn | 1560 | Global
• System integrator with shuttle ASRS solution

Vanderlande
W

in cb 

WA

NL | 1949 | €1.5bn | 5320 | Global
• Top 10 global system integrator. Divisions incl. Airport,
Warehousing and Parcels (sorting machinery).
Produces an ASRS shuttle
• Acquired by Toyota (TICO) in 2017 for $1.2bn. Bastian
Solutions is also part of the group
• Customers: Leclerc, Vegalsa-Eroski, Nova-Poshta, DHL
Spain, Asda, Zalando

+ Stay up to date with STIQs publications > sign up to
our newsletter [link]
+ Share your views of this report with other readers >
anonymous option > 2min [link]
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VENDOR PROFILES: SORTATION ROBOTS (B-U)
Fives Intralogistics

Boxbot
W

in

cb 

W

WA

US | 2016 | n/a | 20 | n/a
• Produces a sortation solution focused on last-mile

Prime Vision
W

in

cb 

IT | 1812 | c.€2bn | 3933 | Global
• Industrial conglomerate with intralogistics division that
produces parcel sortation machinery. Launched AMRbased sorting solution in 2019 – “GENI-Ant”. Running
>5 pilots with one production deployment at Italian
Post (also ordered 2 more locations)
• Customers (AMR): Italian Post

W

NL | 2003 | n/a | 143 | n/a
• Produces a sortation robot

W in cb 

WA

in

cb 

Libiao Robot
W

in

cb 

WA

CN | 2016 | n/a | 3 | n/a
• Produces a sortation robot

Tompkins Robotics

Solystic

WA

Unbox Robotics

in cb 

SSI

WA

FR | 1955 | n/a | 316 | n/a
• Produces a sortation robot

W

in cb 

WA

US | 2017 | n/a | 28 | AU
• Tompkins Robotics was spun out from Tompkins
International as a standalone business in 2021
• Distributes a range of sorting and conveying robots
and produces fleet management software internally
• Raised: None disclosed
• Customers: Nordstrom

SSI

WA

IN | 2019 | n/a | 17 | n/a
• Early stage vendor. Produces a sortation robot.
Founder have background in implementing sortation
solutions at large ecommerce companies
• Raised undisclosed from SOSV, Flipkart Leap, Arali
Ventures, Entrepreneur First
• Customers: None disclosed
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VENDOR PROFILES: 3D PACKAGING (C-Q)

W

in

cb 

WA

IT | 1980 | n/a | 85 | • Vendor of 3D packaging machinery

in

cb 

W

in

cb 

WA

US | 2016 | - | - | • Early stage packaging automation equipment vendor

W in cb 

WA

US | 2002 | n/a | 388 | Global
• Produces a range of automatic 3D packaging
machines and software for first or last box packaging
• Raised: None disclosed
• Clients: Staples, DB Schenker, Boston Scientific,
Atomic, DecoPac, Facido, Loewe Logistics & Care

Quadient

Panotec
W

Packsize

Boxologic

CMC Srl

WA

IT | 1986| n/a | 47 | • Packaging company with a range of 3D packaging
machinery

W

in

cb 

WA

FR | 1924 | n/a | 2812 | Global
• Formerly known as Neopost. Produces a range of 3D
packaging machinery

+ Stay up to date with STIQs publications > sign up to
our newsletter [link]
+ Share your views of this report with other readers >
anonymous option > 2min [link]
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VENDOR PROFILES: G2P OTHER (B-T)
Berkshire Grey
W

in

cb 

Dapster

WA

W in cb 

US | 2013 | n/a | 229 | • Produces a fulfilment solution. IPO in 2021

Nanofulfillment
W in cb 

SSI

WA

US | 2019 | n/a | 3 | • Exclusive North American licensee of Micro
Fulfilment Centre technology. Solution is primarily
targeted as an in-store system for any retailer with
high-street stores (MFC type)
• Raised: None disclosed
• Customers: None disclosed

T0DAY
W

in

SSI
WA

US | 2020 | n/a | 3 | • Early stage mobile picking robot vendor
• Raised: None disclosed
• Customers: None disclosed

in cb 

W

in cb 

SSI
WA

US | 2015 | n/a | 12 | GR
• Produces a Click & Collect and Store-Customer
delivery solution for in-store grocery fulfilment of
orders (picked/packed orders)
• Raised Seed round n/a (2016), Odyssey Ventures +
Ocado invested in the company in 2020
• Customers: None disclosed

Robomotive

Nimble
W

Myrmex

WA

US | 2017 | n/a | 36 | • Produces “Robots that can pick anything”. Spun out
from Stanford & Carnegie Mellon, founder ex-PhD
researcher and NASA robotics engineer. Have
developed a unique integration solution that “listens”
on visual output for pickers for quick deployment
• Raised: Series A, $50m (2021) from DNS Capital, Accel,
GSR Ventures, Reinvent Capital
• Customers: None disclosed

W

in cb 

WA

NL | 2011 | n/a | 9 | • Founded by automotive robotics expert. Primarily a
system integrator of picking robotics, but has also
developed own picking software
• Raised: None disclosed, Kardex acquired a majority
share in 2020
• Customers: None disclosed

Takeoff Technologies
cb 

WA

UK | 2018 | n/a | 27 | • Founded in 2018 by ex co-founder of Ocado

W

in

cb 

WA

US | 2016 | n/a | 246 | • Kicked off the MFC trend. Provides an MFC software
solution and partners with MHE vendor (Knapp) for
hardware

• Note that STIQ will publish an additional report on InStore Robotics (incl. MFCs, C&C, etc.) in 2021 > sign up to
our newsletter to get notified [link]
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CREDITS, INTERVIEWS, TRADE SHOWS AND GLOSSARY
STIQ SPOKE TO THE FOLLOWING VENDORS:

A BIG THANK YOU TO OUR INTERVIEWEES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alstef
Asendia (UK)
Automation Experts (CA)
Big Box (UK)
Bell & Howell (US)
CEVA Logistics
C-logistics (FR)
Cogri (UK)
Esoteric Staffing (US)
Falabella (CL)
Gain & Co (DK)
Jabil (US)
Invar (UK)
Korn Ferry (UK)
Kuecker (US)
Mews Partners (FR)
Mobotic (DE)
Opteran (UK)
OW Robotics (UK)
Pepperl + Fuchs (DE)
RCR (ES)
Ricoh USA, Inc. (US)
SICK (DE)
Spring Mobility (DE)
Taeksung Lee (US)
Tompkins Consulting (CN)
Varta (DE)
Wherehows (NL)

[SI]
[courier]
[consulting]
[SI]
[maintenance]
[3PL]
[3PL]
[flooring]
[consulting]
[retailer]
[consulting]
[manufacturing]
[SI]
[consulting]
[SI]
[consulting]
[component]
[software]
[SI]
[component]
[flooring]
[maintenance]
[component]
[Distributor]
[M&A]
[consulting]
[component]
[consulting]

WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB
WEB

STIQ also interviewed c.10 global retailers and 3PLs that
kindly offered their views on the G2P sector anonymously. A
big thank you to all anonymous participants!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Addverb
Alert Innovation
Arculus
ASTI
AutoStore
Blue Robot Company
Dematic
Eiratech Robotics
Exotec
Fives Intralogistics
Gebhardt

CEO
CEO
Co-founder
Product Manager
CPO
CEO
Product Manager Robots
CEO
EVP Sales
New Application Director
CSO

• Grenzebach

EVP, Intralogistics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

COO, Americas
Partner
EU Sales Director
COO
CEO
Founder
Sr Product Manager
PR Manager
CEO
Chairman
CEO & Co-founder
CEO
Sr Account Manager
CEO
CEO
CEO
General Manager & Co-founder
Founder
CEO
Portfolio Manager
Chairman
CEO & Founder
Co-founder
VP Robotics
Manager Market Strategy
CEO

Geek+
GreyOrange
HAI Robotics
idealworks
inVia Robotics
JDX/Spring
Knapp
Magazino
Makhina
Myrmex
Nanofulfillment
Nimble
Packsize
Prime Robotics
Rightbot
Robomotive
Rocket Solution
Sake Robotics
Scallog
Swisslog
Synergy
Tarqan
The Rubic
Tompkins Robotics
Vanderlande
Waypoint Robotics

GLOSSARY
3PL
AGV
AMR
AMV
ASRS
CAGR
cASRS
CFC
CPG
DC
FMCG
FOMO
FTE
G2P, GTP
LGV
M&A
MFC
MHE
P2G
PA-AMR
POC
RAAS
ROI
SI
SMB
SME
SPAC
WCS
WES
WMS

Third Party Logistics
Automated Guided Vehicle
Autonomous Mobile Robot
Autonomous Mobile Vehicle
Automatic Storage & Retrieval System
Compound Annual Growth Rate
cube ASRS
Central Fulfilment Centre
Consumer Packaged Goods (US)
Distribution Centre
Fast Moving Consumer Goods (UK)
Fear Of Missing Out
Full Time Employee
Goods to Person
Laser Guided Vehicle
Mergers & Acquisitions
Micro Fulfilment Centre
Material Handling Equipment
Person to Goods
Pick Assistant AMR
Proof Of Concept
Robotics As A Service
Return On Investment
System Integrator
Small & Medium Businesses (US)
Small & Medium Enterprises (UK)
Special Purpose Acquisition Company
Warehouse Control System
Warehouse Execution System
Warehouse Management System

Are you a vendor that’s not included? Do you work in the
sector and want to contribute or just have a chat? Write an
email to tom@styleintelligence.com
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